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MPD plans
to continue
city sticker
enforcement _
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
City police say their crackdown on city sticker compliance will continue indefinitely.
"We averaging about a hundred a day right now," said
Detective Sgt. Eddie Rollins
of the weeklong stepped-up
enforcement of the stickers,
which are required on vehicles of anyone who works or
lives within the city limits.
Police working at roadblocks
near high-traffic areas have
written about 300 notices of
Monday,
violations since
including 153 on Wednesday,
Rollins said. They are also
checking driver's licenses and
insurance, he said.
Some drivers have been
issued citations to court, where
they could possibly face even
more fees, because they have
already been given notices of
violations and didn't get their
sticker, Rollins said. He said
anyone who already received
a notice will be cited to court.
The deadline for buying the
$35 city sticker without a penalty was May 31. A 10-percent
penalty was assessed in June,
and the cost doubled beginning in July.
Police began strictly enforcing compliance early this week.
Rollins said city officials felt
city sticker revenue "is down
considerably from what it was
last year and what they think
it should be."
City Clerk Sarah Duncan
said Thursday morning her
office sold 100 city stickers
between Monday and Wednesday afternoon, generating
$2,600 revenue.
.Some of those stickers were
for vehicle transfers or were
bought at pro-rated costs by new
city employees or new Murray State University faculty or
staff, Duncan said.

Democrats
to meet
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
House Democrats, at least, will
begin holding committee meetings later this month in spite
of a partisan spat that has
delayed the official resumption of General Assembly activity.
Senate Democratic leaders
said Wednesday they will
encourage their members to
attend the gatherings even
though they likely will not
receive their regular salaries,
which will likely add more
friction to the already strained
relations between Republicans
and Democrats.
Meetings are scheduled for
Oct. 17-20.
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Candidates
prepare for
Centre debate
DANVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Dick Cheney
and Joseph Lieberman square off in a campaign debate Thursday night to sell their White
House tickets, their own leadership credentials — and perhaps deal with the echoes
of scandal raised and dismissed by their
bosses two nights earlier.
After days of practice, the Republican
and Democratic vice presidential nominees
meet here at Centre College for their one,
90-minute debate of the campaign.
Vice President Al Gore and Texas Gov.
George W. Bush have two presidential debates
before them, on Oct. 11 in Winston-Salem,

N.C., and Oct. 17 in SC Louis.
An estimated 46.5 million people watched
Tuesday's Bush-Gore debate, according to
Nielsen Media Research. Fewer viewers are
expected to tune in for Cheney-Lieberman
since the understudies generally attract less
attention then the men who want to be president.
For Lieberman, the Connecticut senator,
and Cheney, the former defense secretary,
the aim of the talk-show style debate, where
they will sit at a table with moderator
Bernard Shaw of CNN, is to seek support
for the men at the top of their tickets.
Lieberman's biggest assets may be a manner that, at times allows him to criticize
without appearing to, his experience in debating on the Senate floor and his sense of
humor, analysts say.
Cheney's advantages include an authoritative manner, his own years as a congressman and his experience running the
Pentagon during the Persian Gulf War.
Lieberman said it should be a "good,

• The Murray State University
Young Democrats will host a
debate watching party at 7:30
p.m. in the MSU Student Lounge
of the Curris Center. State Agriculture Commissioner Billy Ray
Smith and congressional candidate Brian Roy are expected to
11 See Page 2
attend.

Local AARP fair
targets senior adults
Whitfield will square off against Brian Roy,
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Democratic challenger in this fall's elechis
Staff Writer
in a public forum at 1 p.m.
tion,
around
just
With the presidential election
Roos said the-candidates-are expected tt,
the corner, the.Ainerican—Assoc-i-ation
Retired Persons is trying to encourage the address issues such as Social Security,
country's 50-and-up age group to get involved Medicare and prescription drug plans for
seniors.
with the political process.
"It'll depend on the politicians (for) what
events
hosting
is
AARP
As a result, the
all over the country to not only drum up kind of turnout we get," Roos said. "We're
political interest, but also to provide sen- hoping we'll have anywhere from 200 to
iors with valuable health and information 400 in attendance."
Roy and Whitfield, who will be introservices.
Murray will host its own event, the 50 duced by MSU President Dr. Kern AlexanPlus Fun Fair, Saturday from noon-6 p.m. der, are scheduled to speak from 1-1:30
at the Murray State University Curris Cen- p.m. Doors open at noon for browsing among
the various booths that will be set up, howter..
ever.
this,"
we've
done
time
first
"This is the
Roos said MSU student nurses will be
said David Roos, president of the local
to provide free blood pressure and
available
AARP chapter. "We've been planning this
He also said the Murraychecks.
diabetes
thing for six or eight months. There've been
Hospital will have severCounty
Calloway
far."
so
four major ones held in Kentucky
The event, which is co-sponsored by al informational booths set up.
Another unique aspect of the fair will
Prime Life, Murray-Calloway County Senior
the offering of computer seminars durbe
Citizens, MSU Continuing Education and Outreach and WNBS, will have a unique polit2
ical attraction of its own, as U.S. Rep. Ed • See Page
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HIGH WORK: Three migrant workers hand up and hang tobacco in a
barn owned by Mark Paschall on KY 1828 Wednesday afternoon. Capacity of the 25-foot tall barn is about 6.5 acres, according to the workers.

Firstar merges
with U.S. Bancorp
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Goodbye, Firstar. Hello, U.S. Bancorp.
Firstar Corporation, the Milwaukee-based
bank holding corporation that merged with
Mercantile Bank in May 1998, signed a
definitive agreement to merge with U.S.
Bancorp Wednesday through an exchange
of shares valued at approximately $21.2
billion.
The Firstar/Mercantite merger created
the 14th largest bank holding company in
the United States. The Firstar/U.S. Bancorp merger will create the eighth largest,

• See Page 2
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assets ot more than S160 billion,
deposits of more than $107 billion, assets
under management of $145 billion and a
pro forma market capitalization of approximately $40 billion.
The transaction is expected to close in
the first quarter of 2001. According to a
joint press release issued by Firstar and
U.S. Bancorp, the combined companies/
will operate under the U.S. Bancorp name
and locate their headquarters in Minneapolis,
Minn.

-with
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LAYING STRIPES: Danny Phillips of West Kentucky Striping paints parking spaces on
the newly resurfaced Murray-Calloway County Park baseball field parking lot Wednesday morning.

By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
An Almo teen-ager will begin
a 15-year sentence for wanton
endangerment and multiple receiving stolen property charges in a
juvenile detention center until he
turns 18 next September.
Calloway Circuit Judge Dennis
Foust sentenced Wesley Deeshay
Brandon Sept. 25 on 13 counts
of receiving stolen property more
than $300,including four for receiving a stolen firearm, in three sep7
arate cases.
Two of the cases stem from a
Jan. 6 search of his home, where
Calloway County Sheriff's Department members found thousands of
dollars of stolen items.
Among them were 90 compact
discs taken from John Popp of
Diuguid Drive; a bicycle taken
from Kiki Cunningham of Dexter, a video camcorder and related equipment taken from Karl Molitor of Sycamore Street; a rifle
taken from Kenny Hoover of
Woodgate Drive; and a I2-gauge
shotgun taken from Robert Jeffrey
of Dexter.
Brandon also was charged with
three counts of receiving a stolen
firearm and amended second-degree
burglary stemming from the breakin at the Pot O'Gcolt‘ on South

12th Street in May. He also was
charged with the felony theft for
taking a car owned by Keith Houston in April.
In other cases, Foust sentenced
Timothy Brickey, 24, of Graham,
N.C., and Edgar B. Downey. 71,
of Old Salem Road to 10 years
in prison, then placed them on a
deferred sentence and probation,
respectively.
Brickey entered an Alford ptea
of guilty to second-degree trafficking steroids, trafficking in a ccinstrolled substance within 1,000 yards
of a school and possession of drug
paraphernalia.
As part of a five-year deferred
sentence, his charges will be dismissed if he commits no offenses, submits to a drug evaluation
and any suggested treatment by Oct.
23 and assists authorities in cases
against any co-defendants.
Brickey was charged with selling anabolic steroids and Diazepem
near the Murray Preschool Co-op
on South 16th Street in February.
He had syringes, glass vials and
scales with him at the time.
Downey was sentenced for
amended second-degree burglary
and seven counts of first-degiee
wanton endangerment, then placed

II See Page 2
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on five years probation. He also
was ordered to pay $124 court
costs and a $10 monthly supervision fee.
Downey went' into the Bruce
and Melvie Garland home on Kentucky 94 East with a .22-caliber
rifle, threatened them and five
other people while reportedly trying to collect money he said was
owed to him by Jeanetta Reginelli of Daytona Beach, Fla.
He then fired twice as two people tried to take the rifle from
him, and one of the bullets grazed
Melvie Garland's leg.
Elsewhere, Foust ruled in the following cases:
• Raymond Hounihan, 26, of Mayfield, three-year sentence on a plea
of guilty but mentally ill for fourthoffense drunken driving,second-offense
• driving on -a DUI-suspended license,
second-offense possession of drug paraphernalia, alcohol intoxication and possession of marijuana. Hounihan, who
was scheduled to report to the Calloway County Jail Wednesday, was
drunk and had the drugs with him
during a February 1999 disturbance
at Hardee's. He was passed out at the
wheel of his car in the restaurant's
drive-through in April 1999.
• Jason Byerly, 17, of North Fourth
Street, five-year deferred sentence for
amended second-degree robbery for Jan.
26 hold-up of Minit Mart on North
12th Street using,a paintball gun.
. • Stacy Washburn, 42, of Almo,
five-year sentence for first-degree possession of cocaine, possession of drug
paraphernalia and driving under the
influence of drugs; five years probation; pay $129 court costs, $400 in
fines and a $10 monthly supervision
fee; ordered to go through a 28-day
drug treatment center and submit to
drug screens. Authorities found her
riassed out over the steering wheel while
her car was running in April and later
found crack cocaine and scrubbing
pads used to clean a crack pipe.
• Linda Marie Meadows, 39, of
Irvan Cobb Road, one-year sentence
for amended first-degree and thirddegree possession of a controlled substance for having morphine May 4
and Xanax on May' 16; ordered to
pay $58 restitution to the sheriff's
department and to get a drug evaluation and/or treatment as part of a
three-year deferred sentence.
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From Page 1
The combination of the two
will span 25 midwestern and western states with 2,200 branches.
According to the release, after
the closing, the board of directors
will consider payment of dividends
at an annual rate of 75 cents per
common share, which would represent an increase of 11 percent
over U.S. Bancorp's current dividend and an increase of 15 percent over Firstar's current dividend.
Firstar's roots in Murray began
with the independently-owned United Commonwealth Bank in 1992.
In 1994, United Commonwealth
merged with CBT Corporation,
which also has banking'offices in
Marshall, McCracken and Graves
counties.
In January 1998, CBT Corporation merged with Mercantile Bancorporation and United Commonwealth became Mercantile Bank.

Mercantile then merged with Firstar
in May 1999.
"In each previous merger integration, we've achieved our operating goals on time and on budget," said Firstar CEO Jerry Grundhofer, who will retain his current
position with U.S. Bancorp, in the
release. "Both Firstar and U.S.
Bancorp are already highly efficient,and we will be able to increase
our focus on the factors affecting
revenue growth.
Murray Firstar President Andy
Graham was out of the office and
unavailable for comment Thursday morning.
Firstar expects to incur pre-tax
merger-related and restructuring
charges of $800 million between
the closing of the transaction and
the end of 2002. Firstar and U.S.
Bancorp expect to reduce their
combined expense levels by $266
million per year, pre-tax.

This year, for the first time,
school councils rather than teachers
are charged with deciding how to
spend the reward money, which cart
go toward teacher bonuses or other
instructional purposes.
Bill Weinberg, a board member
from Hindman and a former member of the legislature, argued for
$25 million.
"I'm a great believer in that the
time to take the cake is when the
plate's passing," Weinberg said.

Compensation questioned

in Calloway Co . Benton,
Hardin,
Mayfield,
Sedalia
and
Farmington . Ky -

OTHER MODELS AVAILABLE

frorma-2:10.m,

1,188 schools tested met their perFRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— The
state Board of Education will de- formance goals for the latest twocide later this year_lipw to divide - year cycle under the Common$22.4 million in bonus money — wealth Accountability Testing Sysearned by 618 Kentucky schools tem.
In 1998, the state provided $27
that met their goals on state tests.
The board agreed on the total million to 904 schools. As part of
amount Wednesday after two days an overhaul of the state's studentof contentious debate at a meeting testing and school-rating system
in Prestonsburg. The board made that year, the General Assembly dian additional $600,000 available rected the education department to
for schools that win appeals of their reward any school that showed improvement for that year. Only 31
school ratings.
percent
of the 904 schools met their
The bonuses will be apportioned
goals
on
state tests in 1998.
according to the number of certified teachers and staff in each
school that met its goal. The Education Department is verifying
those numbers.
WASHINGTON (AP)— House
Department officials announced
last week that 52 percent of the Speaker Dennis Hasten expressed
doubts Wednesday about whether
his own experts' estimate of a sick
MURRAY
workers' compensation plan is too
low.

3 months
$18.75

- $50 TO $100 REBATES ON SOME TRACTORS* -

ing the day. Two seminars will
be offered, with the one scheduled to begin at 2:30 p.m. dealing with getting acquainted with
and buying a computer and the other
seminar, slated to begin at 4:30
p.m., providing basic Internet and
e-mail instruction.
"The older citizens are the ones
that know the least about computers," Roos said. "The classes
will be designed
to take a little
bit of the fear out
of operating a
computer."
The day will
also
feature
gospel singing
by the Time-Out
Gospel Singers

4 p.m.
"We hope that
our colleagues in
the other senior
citizens groups
will want to join
us," Roos said.
"Hopefully,
they'll want to
stay
because
we've got so
many
other
things going on.' WHITFIELD
Admission
and parking to
the event will be
free.
Free
refreshments
will be served,
and free transportation to the
Curris
Center
will be provided_ within
,Murray city lirn- ALEXANDER
its. Roos said the
event, which will be held in the
Curris Center Ballroom, will be
wheelchair accessible.

Board settles on bonus amount
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(AP)- Details of Thursday's vice presidential debate

healthy debate.
between Republican Dick Cheney and Democrat Joseph
"We have very different voting
records in Congress," said Lieber- Lieberman:
man, who has spent the past three
WHO — Dick Cheney and Sen. Joseph Lieberman,
days at debate camp in Kentucky. D-Conn.
"We have very different ideas about
WHERE — Centre College, Danville, Ky.
the future."
WHEN — 9 p.m.-10:30 p.m. EDT.
Cheney, who ran through his
fourth mock debate Wednesday in
MODERATOR — Bernard Shaw of CNN.
Washington, said he wants to have
COVERAG
E — NBC,CBS, ABC,CNN,Fox, MSNBC,
"a conversation with the AmeriC-SP
AN, PBS.
can people. It's important that they
get a look at me."
FORMAT — Candidates will be seated at a table
After watching their leaders
with moderator. Moderator w44 ask a question. Candebate Tuesday night, Lieberman
said it was a sign of desperation didates each have two minutes to respond. Moderafor Bush, the Republican presi- tor will then have discretion to either continue disdetitial nominee, to go after Pres- cuSgion.of
that subject or move to a new issue. Each
ident Clinton — by indirection,
candidate
will
have a two-minute closing statement.
not by name — while questioning-- Gore's character and disputing his credibility.
ishments and exaggerations.
band, "The best thing you have,
_army effectively started it back_ — —Cheney—was---even-- more bhmt:-- JoeT"-iritourseif. lust
your,setf
at the Republican National Con- "Al Gore, once again, made up — everyone
loves you, you're
vention, saying Gore was trying facts," he told the Republican great."
to shed Clinton baggage but that
National Committee in WashingWhen asked to remark on a
it was impossible to see one with- ton.
out thinking of the other.
Gore declined to take the bait. recent radio appearance in which
Gore chose not to counterat"I think it's time to make our her husband said he would be
tack on the character issue in the country an even better country willing to meet with Nation of
debate in B,(Acip, and as he cam- instead of trying to make another Islam leader Louis Farrakhan, Mrs.
paigned Wednesday, although he candidate out to be a bad per- Lieberman said,"He's going to have
made a point of reminding voters son," he told a crowd in the Demo- to speak to a lot of people, and
again that he is running as his cratic stronghold of Warren, Ohio, some of those people are not going
own man and wants. to be judged on Wednesday. "I think we need to agree with him. Hopefully, Joe's
for who he is.
to build our country up instead reputation has always been for being
Bush campaign officials on of tearing somebody else down." able to sit down with people and,
__ Wednesday challenged several of
Lieberman said he thought you know, bring them in to the
Gore's debate statements, includ- Bush's "attack on Al Gore and circle."
ing his tale about a Florida high
his character was very unfair and
There have been vice presidential
school student who had to stand
not what the campaign should be debates in five campaigns, the first,
because there weren't enough desks about."
in 1976, marked by Sen. Bob
for her overcrowded science class.
The vice presidential candidates' Dole's assertion that all the wars
She did, but only for the first day wives appeared on morning talk of the 20th century were "Demoof class-. Republicans said it was shows Thursday to talk up their crat wars," and Sen. Walter F.
a fresh example of Gore's "embell- husbands' strengths.
Mondale's reply that the RepubliLynne Cheney said her husband can nominee had proven himself
was "relaxed and ready" heading the hatchet man.
into the debate.
That was one exception to. the
"I know Dick has found it pattern in which the running mate
important when he's been out on debates tend to center on issues
the campaign trail to talk about and differences of the presidential
important things that have not hap- nominees, rather than on the No.
EVENING
pened in the last 7 1/2 years," 2 candidates.
Pick 3:
Mrs. Cheney said on CBS—The
So the agenda set in Tuesday's
7-6-7
Early Show." She mentioned Social debate — taxes, Medicare, Social
MIDDAY
Pick 4:
Security reform and prescription Security, energy, abortion, educaPick 3:
4-4-7-5
6-2-0
drugs for seniors.
tion and, near the end, Bush's slap
Cash 5:
Pick 4:
Appearing on ABC's "Good at Gore on the character issue —
8-19:22-32-34
8-6-6-8
Morning America," Hadassah may foretell the talking points to
Lotto Kentucky:
Lieberman said she told her hus- come Thursday in Danville.
7-16-24-28-31-38

Murray Ledger & Times(USPS 3(8-70Q)
Murray Ledger & Times is a member of the
Associated
Press,
Kentucky
Press
Association arid Southern Newspapers
Pubtishers Association The Associated
Press is exclusivety entitled to news originated by Murray Ledger & Times

House leaders already have stymied the Senate-approved plan because they say they fear the payments will be too expensive.
The Congressional Budget Office — normally a trusted source of
financial predictions — estimated it
would cost taxpayers at least $1.7
billion over 10 years to compensate
terminally ill workers from nuclear
weapons and beryllium plants.
"I think it is very loose with
what could be a huge entitlement,"
Hasten said.

He made his comments as
House and Senate negotiators tried
to hatch a compromise that would
enable a compensation program to
be passed before the end of the
congressional session, expected
some time next week.
Every proposal offered during
the negotiations has specifically
promised compensation to workers
at the three uranium-enrichment
plants, in Paducah, Ky., Piketon,
Ohio, and Oak Ridge, Tenn.
Richard Miller, the lead lobbyist
on(he compensation issue for the
union representing weapons-plant
workers, said he expected a revised
CBO estimate would move the predicted cost higher but still less than
$2.4 billion.

POLICE/SHERIFF LOG
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• An investigation has led to the arrest of Thomas R. Dowdy, 22, of
Heather Lane, on a felony marijuana-cultivation charge and his duplex
neighbor, Jamie L. Fox, 21, to be cited to court on drug-possession
charges. Assisted by the Marshall County Special Response Team and the
Tr -County Area Drug Task Force, detectives found an unspecified riumber of plants about 3 to 3 1/2 feet tall, grow lights, potting soil and a timer
in a closet in Dowdy's residence. They found four grams of marijuana and
pipes in Fox's home; he was charged with marijuana and drug-paraphernalia possession. Dowdy remained in the Calloway County Jail in lieu of a
$2,500 cash, property or surety bond Thursday morning.
(Information gatheredfrom logs, citations and/or reportsfrom respective agencies.)
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McClure to participate
in teacher's auditions

EATHS
Carman M. Parks Sr.
Carman M. Parks Sr., 84, U.S.
Hwy. 641 South, Murray, died
Wednesday, Oct. 4, 2000, at 8:20
p.m. at his home.
A life member of Murray State
University Agricultural Association,
he had taught agriculture at Hazel
High School and later at Calloway
County High School from where
he retired. A graduate of Murray
State College. he received his master's degree from the University
of Kentucky in 1942.
Mr. Parks Sr. served as president of Calloway County Farm
Bureau for 13 years; was a fast
president of Calloway County
Retired Teachers Association; was
named as 1988 Agriculture Alumni of the Year from Murray State
TvsT 50=yeai- Mem:her of Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted Masons; and
was also a member of Shriners.
An Army veteran of World War
II, he was a member of Hazel
United Methodist Church. Born
April 2, 1916, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late
Raymond Parks and Era Key Parks.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Crystal Fondaw Parks, to whom
he was married June 26, 1941:
one son, Carman Max Parks Jr.
and wife, Carolyn. Hazel: three
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Ray Pryor Travis

Heather McClure, I2-year-old
Ray Pryor Travis, 81, Mayfield, died Wednesday, Oct. 4, 2000, at
daughter of Gary and Valerie
6:08 a.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
A retired sales clerk from Youngblood's True Value Hardware, May- McClure of Murray, will participate in the Kentucky Music Teachfield, he was a member of 7th & College Church of Christ there.
ers
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Donald W. Dugger, 59, Murray, died Tuesday. Oct. 3, 2000, at
10:11 p.m. at Mills Manor Nursing Home, Mayfield.
A retired employee of Murray State University, he was a member
of Eastwood Baptist Church, Murray.
Born Feb. 8, 1941, in Harlingen, Texas, he was the son of the late
Sidney Marshall Dugger and Lucy Witherow Dugger. Two brothers
also preceded him in death.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Kimberly Baker and husband,
Bob, Pulaski, Tenn.; one son, Mark Dugger. Madisonville; one stepson, Darrell Love, Murray; one brother, John Dugger, Madisonville;
four grandchildren, Kyle Baker, Kacie Baker, Carrie Love and Travis
Love.
Memorial services will be Friday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Randolph Allen and the Rev. Steve
Todd will officiate.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 9:30 a.m. Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Cancer
Society, Kentucky Division, Inc.. 1169 Eastern Parkway, Louisville,
KY 40217.
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Mrs. Irene M. Carter, 85, Ryan Avenue, Murray, died Tuesday, Oct.
3, 2000, at 11:45 a.m. at her home. Her death followed an extended
illness.
She was a work-at-home mother and grandmother, active in church
werk all of 'her life, and a preacher's wife for 54 years in' Missouri,
Illinois, Texas _and_ Kentucky.
Born June 19, 1915, in Dallas County, Mo., she was the daughter
of the late Water Boggs and Ethel Newman Boggs. One sister and
four brothers also preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, the Rev. Ercel Lee Carter, to whom
she was married July 19, 1933, at the Hog Eye Picnic; one son, Gerald Lee Carter and wife, Mary Ann, Murray; one brother, Leonard
Boggs and wife, Hazel, San Diego, Calif.; one granddaughter, Leigh
Ann Scalf M.D. and husband, Richard Scalf M.D., Louisville; one
grandson, Phillip Lee Carter and wife, Tina, and one great-grandson.
Hunter Lee Carter, all of Murray.
The funeral will be Saturday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. De-an Ross and the Rev. Randy
Lowe will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Joe McKindree, Chris Drew, Dan Scalf, Randy
Lowe, Flenoy Barrow and Delbert Spenser. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 6 p.m. Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Rev. Ercel and Irene
Carter Scholarship Fund, Kentucky Mountain Bible Institute, P.O. Box
10, Van Cleve, KY 41385.

HEATHER McCLURE
Workshop will take place in Murray Nov. 11. It is sponsored by
the Murray Music Teachers Association, Margaret Wilkins, presidem
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The
Autumn
Shop

"Fall Is For Planting"

*Mums
•Asters
•Pansies
•Pumpkins
*Straw
*Ornamental
Kale
'Indian Corn

"Foster Holly
'China Holly
'Pyramidal Yew
'Burning Bush
- •Nandina

New Shipment of Shrubs
"

[. 71

Open Mon.-Sat.
9-5

Jags

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this stock
unc - price unchanged

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366

FOR ALL YOUR COMMUNITY
NEWS, CALL THE MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES

HIWARD
LYONS
siNcE 1854

Our Best Investment Is You.
J J B Hilliard, W.L. Lyons, Inc. • Member NYSE end SIPC

GTE Wireless is now

Verizon Wireless

FRCC phone.
FACE activation.
$1.00 in FACE service.
With a new 2-year service agreement.

Robert Huston White
Robert Huston White, 80, a native of Calloway County, died Wednesday. Oct. 4, 2000. at 5:45 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Arrangements are incomplete and will be announced later by Mr.
White's family.

Feel. FREE to join in.
Getting new wireless service has neveT been easier or

ist
more affordable. Just bring in a wireless phone from one
nt

e_

...In Celebration of our
NEW LOCATION

of our competitors and we'll give you a free digital phone.
Plus free activation and up to $100 in free service. You
get all that just by signing a two-year service agreement

ANYONE WITH UNPAID
LATE CHARGES...

with Verizon Wireless - America's *1 wireless service
tom

provider. To join in, visit a Verizon Wireless location today.

We're Wiping The Slate Clean!
WE ARE GOING TO
WAIVE ALL FEESI*

GTE Wireless has united with Bell Atlantic Mobile. AirTouch Cellular, and PrimeCo'
to create an entirely new kind of communications company. Simple. Affordable. National.

for overnight delivery. call
shop online

1.888.466.4646

•
in.
lotn

verizonwireless

www.verizonwireless.com

AUTHORIZED RETAILER:

Sohn and Rentals

MURRAY
CellTouch, Inc

VIDEO SUPERSTORE
714 NORTH 12th STREET
MURRAY, KY•753-7670
JCPenney Shopping Center
•
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Sacrificing democracy

FROM OUR READERS
Local bands
deserve support
Dear Editor:
There are two groups of kids in this town who
need the support of not only their family and
friends, but of the entire community and county.
These -Tads s-Utt wortlifg in-Tuly -every-year-to
master their art. They work for endless hours in
the blazing sun to perfect something that only
repays them when the crowds watching them respond
with appreciation and applause. These kids tirelessly give up nearly every Friday and Saturday
for three months just to perform before crowds
who often don't even take the time to notice what
they are doing.
But if people would take the time to notice,
they would realize that these kids have worked to
bring home more championships, more trophies
and as much pride to our schools as all the athletic teams have combined.
The kids I'm speaking of are the Calloway
-County--and Murray High marching -bands--•
These kids work just as hard and take just as
much pride in what they do as any of our fine
athletic teams, but without receiving the accolades
or attention they equally deserve.
As a band parent who has seen how hard these
kids work, how they hurt when they lose and how
they glow with pride when they win, I'm asking
that the folks of our community and county take
time to go see our kids perform.
I think you will be pleasantly amazed at how
talented our kids are. Show your support, not only
for our athletic teams, but for these kids as well.
Show them that you appreciate their hard work
and their determination, but most of all, their pride!
Let them know how proud you are of them. They
deserve it.
Mike Stephenson
100 Fox Meadows
Lot B-I?
Murray, KY 42071

County resident
explains position
Dear Editor:
I, living in the county, have been stripped of
my right to vote. However, I will not be stripped
of my right to express my opinion on the wet/dry
issue.

I have yet to see positive outcome derived from
consuming alcohol, regardless of the context, but
have witnessed many negative outcomes.
I will spare you of the horrifying reality of
what teen-agers really do while we, their parents,
are not watching, but will take the time to point
out that alcohol consumption is related to an array
of delinquent adolescent behaviors.
Some disagree with my reasons for keeping
Murray- dry, yet-they -have not, been able to provide one valid reason for going wet other than
money.
I am unwilling to compromise the safety and
impressionism of my children for the sake of
money-hungry people who cannot lay aside their
selfish and immature desire to drink in public. I
would rather eat at McDonald's every day of my
life with my children than to eat at Applebee's
without them. How much are your children worth
to you? Where are you willing to eat for their
sake?
Those of you who are for going wet are only
thinking about where and what you will drink first
in public once it is legalized. Those of us who
are for remaining dry are acknowledging the inevitable
fact that one step requires two, and two requires
four. In a few years, Murray will undoubtedly have
packaged liquor stores and drunk drivers all over
the roads. It will be too late to invalidate your
wet vote after they bury your child.
Many parents choose Murray State for their children because it is located in a dry town, but as
soon as they dropped their kids off here in August,
the kids began feeling pressure to do the exact
opposite of what they have been taught all of their
lives.
On their own or not, the majority of college
students are nowhere near mature enough to make
an informed decision regarding alcohol.
Some of them who will vote next month have
lived here only a few weeks, yet they have more
of a voice in the matter than I, bred and molded
in Calloway County (not to mention taxpayer) do.
They are entitled to make, a decision for my
town -and -my children that will not even affect
them when they graduate and go back to whence
they came.
I cannot vote, but I have said my piece.
There is very little that I can do aside from
pray and trust that God's will be done Nov. 7.
Either Murray will stay dry and innocent and He
will have us learn from this experience, or Mur-ray will 4rownia alcohol and _He- will have us
learn from our mistake.
Kimberly Dunn
501 Tanglewood Drive
Murray, KY 42071

WASHINGTON (AP)— Democratic principles are being trampled in Congress' rush to finish
its work for the year and get out
of town, some lawmakers argue.
The complaints aren't new. The
minority party makes them often
when the majority party starts cutting deals with the White House
— regardless -which- party - reigns
there — outside the purview of
the normal seats of power.
"We have institutional chaos,
no discipline, no real understanding of what the rules are," said
Rep. David Obey of Wisconsin,
the senior Democrat on the House
Appropriations Committee.
What Opsets Obey and others
is the failure of Congress to pass
its annual spending bills in a timely fashion, forcing a crisis around
the beginning of each fiscal year
on Oct. 1. The result is late-night,
closed-door-talks between unelected administration and congressional
staff aides who can decide how
hundreds of billions of taxpayer dollars will be spent.
The normal lawmaking process
has been abandoned,said Rep. Maurice Hinchey, D-N.Y., another
Appropriations Committee member,
"and in its place we have people
who are in some cases faceless
and unknown making decisions
that affect the constituencies of
virtually every member in this
House."
The normal process calls for
the House and Senate to write and
pass 13 separate spending bills for
the coming fiscal year. The kings
of Capitol Hill in that process are
the House and Senate Appropriations committee and subcommittee chairmen and senior members
of the minority party.
The panels get together to work
out the differences in the bills
passed by the two chambers, usually adding millions of dollars on
their_ awn. to the packages __The._
compromise bill then receives the
endorsement of the full House and
Senate and is sent to the president for his signature or veto.
Since 1990, however, Congress
and the White House have only
twice fully completed their budg-

We want to print your letters...
but you must follow these guidelines.
• Letters must be signed with the writer's name, address and telephone number.
• Letters must be under 500 words. All letters are subject to editing.
• The Ledger & Times reserves the right to reject any letter.
Letters may be submitted by fax at 270-753-1927, by email to murrayledger.com or
by mail at 1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray, KY 42071. For questions, call Amy Wilson at 270-753-1916, ext. 27.
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Washington, D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)

Associated Press Her
et work by the Oct. 1 start of the
new fiscal year.
Over the past 11 years, there
have been 43 short-term funding
extensions to keep federal operations running while Congress
scrambled to complete the funding bills. And in the winter of
1995-96, a confrontation between
the White House and Republicans
resulted in two crippling government shutdowns.
The unfinished bills often are
thrown together to create an
"omnibus" measure. The 1997 endof-session., package was a 4,000page,40-pound behemoth that combined eight spending bills totaling
$520 billion. The following year,
House Democratic leader Dick
Gephardt displayed the omnibus
as a 16-inch-high package tied in
rope.
As new 2001 fiscal year dawned
Sunday, only two of the 13 spending bills had been signed into law.
Holding up progress has been the
usual divisions between the Clinton White House and congressional
Republicans over spending priorities and election-year distractions
— battles over tax cuts and health
care
that have kept Congress
from its budgetary responsibilities.
Democrats, who tend to get left
on the outside when the White
House deals directly with Republican congressional leaders on the
budget, say the process has been
short-circuited to the point where
even the pretense of open HouseSenate conferences to iron out differences has been abandoned.
The agriculture spending bill
passed both chambers more than
two months ago, but only on Thursday, with negotiations almost done,
did the House appoint conferees.
Even then, a chagrinned Thad
Cochran, R-Miss., chairman of the
Senate agriculture appropriations

Sept. 27 - Liberation, Paris, on what Serbs
want:
That the Serbs have to be freed from the xenophobic and authoritarian presence of Slobodan
Milosevic, no sensible person would disagree.
But the question is how to accomplish this.
Since economic sanctions did not change anything, aside from causing a deterioration of the
people's living conditions, the Western World placed
all its hope in the Serbs, a large majority of whom
obviously don't want Milosevic, his family, his
friends and the ever-present police anymore.
This is the meaning of the presidential elections that just took place, even if an election commission under the orders of the Mr. Paranoid of
Belgrade just announced a runoff, all the while
acknowledging that the candidate of the opposition, Vojislav Kostunica, won more votes.
Who indeed will believe that the Serbs could
have voted last Sunday in large numbers for the
opposition, but nevertheless remained forgiving for
the one who keeps them in isolation.

to-tell reporter&
:
-subuominittoe, had
he hadn't even seen, much less
signed off on it, a deal on food
sales to Cuba that aides had touted as done.
Sen. Robert Byrd, D-W.Va., who
in 42 years in the Senate has become
a fierce defender of its constitutional rights and traditions, warned
that under this kind of legislating
"we are in danger of becoming
an oligarchy disguised as a republic." Byrd, the senior Democrat
on the Senate Appropriations Committee and its former chairman, is
supposed to be one of the king
of kings in the process as preached
in civics textbooks.
But last week, he declared him-.
self -gravely concerned that, if the
practices of the recent past as they
relate to enactment of massive,
monstrous, omnibus appropriations
bills are not reversed, senators will
be reduced to nothing, more than
legislative automatons.'
Ross Baker, a specialist on Congress at Rutgers University, said
the omnibus phenomenon became
prevalent in the Reagan administration, when it was a Republican
White House and a Democraticled Congress in end-of-session faceoffs.
The failure to pass _spending
bills on time has been a "bipartisan transgression" that is unlikely to change. Baker said, because
lawmakers have found the mustpass bills an optimum vehicle for
attaching money for projects in their
districts.
"If people were really offended, there would be a rebellion in
the ranks," Baker said. "But when
you produce a colossal package
the size of several telephone books,
it doesn't invite scrutiny" when
that local dam oi highway gets
included.

The European Central Bank is responsible for
a disadvantageous monetary policy and for not
defending the euro's external value.
Judging from the actual market situation, there
are evident signs of a further collapse in the euro.
The European Central Bank created the conditions for artificial economic growth by stimulating the economy with low interest rates.
Now to regain credibility it has to raise those
rates and reevaluate the euro.

Sept. 24 - Mainichi Shimbun, Tokyo, on
Peru's political crisis:
Conditions in Peru are critical.
President Alberto Fujimori, who had just begun
his third term as president in July, suddenly
announced on Sept. 16'that he was exiting power
early to take responsibility for his spy chief's
bribery scandal.
The problem will be to ensure a quick, smooth,
and democratic transition of power while avoiding political turmoil.
To this end, it will be necessary to get to the
Sept. 27 - Corriere della Sera, Milan, Italy, bottom of the corruption charges, and to impleon the European Central Bank's attempts to ment election procedures that are above reproach.
We urge the ruling and opposition parties to
boost the weak euro:
The European, American and Japanese central seize the president's decision to resign as an opporbanks' agreement to boost the weak euro proved tunity to promote the good of the nation.
Fujimori announced on Sept. 19 that he would
that the E.U. can convince the U.S. to sustain the
transfer power on July 26, Peru's Independence
European currency.
Day, and that he would hold presidential elections
But will this strengthen the euro?
and congressional elections in March.
The answer is no.
He also pledged to deactivate his notorious NationAs long as there is a 2-percentage-point gap
between the interest rates of Europe and Ameri- al Intelligence Agency and to investigate corruption in his administration.
ca, the euro will stay weak.
The leadership, of the police and military have
Monetary policy should not be limited to interventions on exchange rates, but also on interest also pledged to respect the decisions of the president, and have urged the people to act calmly
rates.
Europe cannot conduct monetary policy inde- and responsibly.
We hope that Fujimori will respond to the poppendently of the U.S.
As the British lesson teaches: the pound is in ular will by acting honorably during his final days
good health thanks to constant alignment with in office.
American monetary policy.
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Dennison-Hunt's
Annual Tent Sale
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Kentucky
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Outside...
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You'll Find All Merchandise On
Our Sidewalks Reduced

You'll Find STOREWIDE SAVINGS including
New Fall and Holiday Arrivals, On Sale

50% up 20%

Up To
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4
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UNIVERSITY PLAZA • CHESTNUT STREET
Open Mon.-Fri. 9 p.m.-6 p.m.,
Sat. 9-5, Sun. 1-5
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Michael Braden, son of Betty Hall of Dexter and David
Braden of Baton Rouge, La., and grandson of Modell Holland
of Murray, is now undergoing special therapy at a center in
Baton Rouge, La.
Michael had just moved to Paris, Tenn., from here when he
suffered spinal injuries in a one-car accident near Paris on
Aug. 12. He was treated at Henry County Medical Center,
Paris, then transferred to the Elvis Presley Trauma Center,
Memphis, Tenn., before going to Baton Rouge. He would appreciate receiving cards and letters from his
family and friends at the address, Health South, 8595 United
Plaza Blvd., Baton Rouge, LA 70809; or he can be reached by
his cell phone, 225-231-8183, between the hours of 4 to 8 p.m.

ek

Bluegrass program Friday

Mr. and Mrs. Orr in 1950

Mr. and Mrs. Orr in 2000

Anniversary celebration of couple held Sept. 3
Mr. and Mrs. Richard K. Orr were honored with a reception and
dinner in celebration of their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday,
Sept. 3, at the 15th and Olive Restaurant, Murray.
The event was given by the couple's children and grandchildren.
Extended family and members of the wedding party attended the occasion.
Mr. and Mrs. Orr were married Sept. 2, 1950, at 2 p.m. at First
Methodist Church, Bruceton, Tenn. The Rev. J. Arant officiated.
Their attendants were Sue Higdon, sister of the bride, and Charles

Woods. Ushers were Stanley Higdon and Don OR.
Mrs. On, the former Inus Higdon, is the daughter of the late Ernest
M. and Esther Higdon of Camden, Tenn.
Mr. Orr is the son of Mrs. Brenda OR and the late D.B. OR of
Bruceton, Tenn:
•
The couple is retired from Richard Orr Distributors, Murray.
Their children are Rick and Nancy Fitch Orr, Wichita Falls, Texas,
Randy and Andrea Milner Orr, Bardwell, and Scott and Michelle Fogle
OR, Murray. They ,have seven grandchildren.

Apperson, Gaddie exchange vows Ask the CIS
An announcement is made today
of the wedding of Miss Emily
Rose Apperson of Murray and Gerald Lane Gaddie of Gilbertsville.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Lee Apperson of Murray, and the groom is
the son of the late Mr. and Mrs.

Shelby David Gaddie of Russel- niece of the bride, and Keith Northlville.
ern of Russellville were the attenDr. William B. Apperson of
dants.
Meridian, Miss., uncle of the bride,
Following the ceremony in the
performed the double ring ceremony
on Saturday, Sept. 30,2000,at 11:30 home of the bride's parents, a
brunch was enjoyed by the famia.m.
Miss Kate Kennedy Reeves, lies of the couple.
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Theatres

:

1008 Chestnut St.

: Matinees Sat. & Sun. Only
i The Cell
: R- 1:10 - 3:40 - 7:10 - 9:40
; Remember The Titans
: PG- 1:30 - 3:45 - 7:30 - 9:45
: Almost Famous
: R - 1:05 - 3:25 - 7:05 - 9:35
.
• Urban Legends 2
: R - 1:00 - 3:10 - 7:00- 9:10

7
oafs.

MINIMUM

: The Crew
: PG13 - 1:25 - 3:30 - 7:25 - 9:30

Q: My doctor has suggested
that I take part in a cancer clinical trial. I am 67. Will Medicare
cover this?
A: Yes. In June 2000, the
Medicare program began paying
for the cost of routine patient care
in clinical trials (research studies
with people) and for costs due to
medical complications due to participation in a clinical trial. People covered by Medicare are being
encouraged to consider new cancer treatments available through
clinical trials.
More information on this new
Medicare policy is available at the
site,
Web
House
White
http:///www.whitehouse.gov/WH/N
ew/htm1/20000607.html.
For more information on clinical trials, call the Cancer Information Service at 1-800-4-CANCER.
Ask the CIS is distributed by
the Cancer Information Service
(CIS) of the Mid-South, which
serves Kentucky, Arkansas, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi and
Louisiana: The CIS is a program
of the National Cancer Institute.
Call the CIS toll-free at 1-800-4CANCER between 9 a.m. and
4:30 p.m. local time.

DEPOSIT

5.25% $2500
6.00% $2500

9 Months

7.00% $2500

12-23
Months

6.25% $1000

24 Months

6.25% $1000

:The Watcher
:R - 1:10 - 3:20 - 7:10 - 9:20
:Autumn In New York
:PG13 - 1:15 - 3:25 - 7:15 - 9:25
.

.
•
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Program Information
Call 753-3314
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Murray Family YMCA will offer a day camp during the Calloway County School System's fall break. The camp will be at
North Elementary from 6:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., Monday through
Friday, Oct. 9-13. The daily fee will be $13 per child, but children may attend either three days or five days. All children must
be pre-registered and pre-paid by Friday, Oct. 6, at the YMCA or
at any of the Goodtimes sites at each elementary school.
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Lone Oak event Saturday
The annual potluck meeting of families and friends will be Saturday at 3 p.m. at Lone Oak Cemetery, Faxon Road, Murray. For
more information call Sue Vance at 436-5693.
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All members of Calloway County 4-H Clubs are invited to meet
Saturday at 11:30 a.m. at Hazel Baptist Church to march in the
parade for the I I th annual Hazel Celebration. The parade is scheduled at 12:30 p.m.

Millennium Mutts will meet
Millennium Mutts, Calloway County 4-H Dog Club, will meet
Saturday from 10 a.m. to noon at Karen Collins' farm. For information call 753-2294.

Goat Club will meet
Calloway County 4-H Goat Club will meet Saturday at 9:30
a.m. at the Calloway County Extension Office. For information call
Miranda Tarr at 759-2156.

Co-ed Softball event Saturday
Old School Wrestling Federation will present its first co-ed softball tournament Saturday at Benton City Park. Entry fee is $100
per team with prizes to be awarded. For information call Jamie
Phillips at 437-4328.

West View events planned
Special activities for residents of West View Nursing Home will
include Gospel Music Hour at 10 a.m., Room Visits at 10:30 a.m.
and Cookie Baking at 1:30 p.m. Friday.

Couples Bridge Saturday
Couples Bridge will be Saturday at 7 p.m. at Oaks Country
Club. This is open to all members. Hosts will be Terry and Sid
Shertzer, phone 436-5400.
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Paris District UMW will meet
Paris District of United Methodist Church Women will sponsor
a study of "Paul's Letters to the Corinthians" on Saturday at South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church. The Rev. Diane Harrison
of Covington, Tenn., will be the study leader. Hours will be from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. with time out for a potluck lunch with each
one bringing a dish or snack food to share.

Barnett Cemetery meeting planned
A special business meeting for all persons having relatives buried
at Barnett Cemetery will be Saturday at noon at the cemetery. A
potluck meal will follow the important business meeting. Persons
unable to attend may send their donations for the cemetery maintenance to Hazel Jean Brandon, 1604 Keenland, Murray, or Dale
Campbell. 1906 Melrose Dr., Murray, KY 42071.
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Lariat Leather Additions
Men & Women Hard-sole
Gifts of Distinction from the Southwest
1100 CHESTNUT

• gardening
• Wedding
• Uountiful
Snack 6asket
• Housewarming

• 9nspirational and Special Moments
*Delivery Available to area hospitals, funeral homes
and retirement homes

(270)436-6260
r-1

•

Prio
thf sat

1111

• Virthday
• Uaby
• )Jew Home

Phone: 767-BANK

YMCA offering day camp

'Am

,okr deca449.41

• get Well

Main Office: 5th & Main • North Branch: 12th & Chestnut
South Branch 12th & Story • Kroger Money Market

$01

&deed,

Substantial penalty for early withdrawal. These annual percentage
yields are effective Oct. 4, 2000.

"RP-Banks

Jackson Purchase Friends of Bluegrass will present Live Bluegrass Music with special guest host and musician, Floyd Garland,
on Friday at 7:30 p.m. in the Weaks Community Center, South
Sixth and Poplar Streets, Murray. Acoustic bluegrass, old-time and
gospel music will be featured. If you play an instrument, bring it
along and join in the off-stage jam sessions. There is no
admis510.

Kathy Fancy

CASA DEL SOL

4304-1

MURRAY

753-1133

******************************

* COME VISIT WITH US

:50 PLUS FUN FAIR:
FREE•FREE•FREE•FREE• FREE
*

*

*

Sat., Oct. 7th • Noon-6 p.m.

Ask about

*

Home Panic,

Curris Center Ballroom, Murray State University

*
*

*

*
at 1 p.m. HEAR
*
Congressman Ed Whitflold and Mr. Brian Roy
*
***************If**************
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BIRTHS
Alex Thomas
Cooper
Mike and Sheila Cooper, (089
Bakers Crossroads. Hazel, are the
parents of a son. Alex Thomas
Cooper, born on Sunday. Sept. 17,
2000, t 7:40 p.m. at Murray-Cal—
loway County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight pounds
three ounces and measured 21 1/2
inches. The mother is the former
Sheila Alexander. A sister is Kayla.
13. and a brother, Logan, 8.
Grandparents are Gerald and
Carolyn Alexander and Joan Cooper, all of Murray.

)1(
GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY.. The family of Paul and Betty Lyons met Aug. 27 for a family
dinner at Dumplin's in celebration of the 50th anniversary of the couple. Pictured are
Barry and Gail Lyons Eveland, Tom, John, Walt and Dan, Madisonville; Roger and Paula
Lyons Price, Clay and Drew, Ocean Springs, Miss.; David and Georgann Lyons, Ann Marie,
Jennifer and Paul, Atlanta, Ga.; Robert and Mary Beth Lyons, Trent and Kristen, Marshall
County; and the honored couple. Mr. and Mrs. Lyons were married Aug. 27, 1950, at
Pleasant Grove Baptist Church, Madisonville.
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Mr. and Mrs. Billy Houston Nored

el-ories and Nored vows
$olemnized at church
; Amanda Carol Jones and Billy Houston Nored were married Satur'oay, Atg. 19, 2000, at 6 p.m. at Mt. Hebron Holiness Church,
Kirksey.
. The bide is the daughter of Larry and Edna Jones, Kirksey. The
.gliaom is the son of Gary Noted, Paris, Tenn., and Kim Glover, Farmington.
i Prior to the ceremony. the mothers of the bride and groom entered
thg sanctuary and each lit a candle on each side of the bridal couplg's unity candle in the middle of the altar. Jack D. Kelley officiatgd. %sic included love songs by Barbra Striesand, Tim McGraw,
Faith Hill, Brian White and Shania Twain.
:Escorted by her father, the bride wore a white full-length gown
featuring a princess-style waistline and a halter-top bodice, adorned
with beedwork. The bottom of the gown had 90 layers of tulle. Her
elbow length veil of tulle flowed from a crown featuring diamonds.
Her boixiuet was of white roses tied with a white satin bow.
:Tay Wright, Benton, sister of the bride, was matron of honor.
Bdidestrnids were Angela Halkias, 'Murray, and Erica Hill, Dexter.
Junior tridesmaid was Caitlin Perkins. daughter of LaDonna Vaught,
,
Paducah
:They wore formal satin dresses of lavender and _carried dark lavendee- roses tied with lavender satin bows.
:Arisla Manning. daughter of Anthony and Teresa Manning, Kirkwas miniature bride. She wore a white floor-length gown fea1 'a princess-style waistline and a sleeveless bodice with a touch
tu'ing
of bead work. The bottom of the gown also had layers of tulle. She
w re an elbow length tulle.veit,that flowed out of a diamond crown.
She: carried white roses tier‘rthr a \Wile catiii'b'6%.v.'
'Laken Kelso, daughter of Jody and Laura Kelso, Murray. and Allison Manning, daughter of Anthony and Teresa Manning, Kirksey. were
flower girls. They wore floor-length satin lavender dresses, trimmed
in dark lavender rosettes, white-lace gloves, and halos of baby's breath
of dark lavender rosettes in their hair. They carried white satin flower
batkets of dark lavender rose petals.
:Gary Nored, father of the groom, was best man. Groomsmen were
Mdtt Galloway and Ryan Norsworthy, Murray. and Jim Inlow, South
Canalina.
The Bible carrier was Austin McCallon, son of Mr. and Mrs. Joey
M4Callon— Paducah. The ringbearer was Gaige Hainley, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Berry Hainley, Springville, Tenn.
The groom wore a back tuxedo with a white shirt and white vest
button cover. His boutonniere was a white rosebud.
Matching
a
The bride's father and the groomsmen wore black matching tuxedoi with white shirts, black vests with matching button covers. They
also had white rosebud boutonnieres.
Emily Pritchett and Brooks Glover, Farmington, sister and stepsister respectively of the groom, presided at the guest register.
A reception followed in the church fellowship hall. A light buffet
was served.
.
?'he bridal couple left the church in a white stretch limo. They
spent their honeymoon in Gatlinburg, Tenn., and are now residing at
Kirksey.
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TERMS
OF SALE

PRIOR SALES EXCLUDED
ALL MERCHANDISE SOL
AS-IS ALL SALES FINA
NO CANCELLATIONS
,NO RETURNS.

MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
IN STOCK TO BE SOLD OFF IMMEDIATELY!
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NOTHING HELD BACK!
EVERY BRAND TOTALLY PRICE-SLASHED

ALL BEDROOM SETS LIVING ROOM SETS DINING ROOM SETS
RECLINERS CURIOS SLEEP SOFAS BEDS OCCASIONAL TABLES
MATTRESSES CHAIRS ACCESSORIES LAMPS OCCASIONAL
PIECES DESKS WALL UNITS ORIENTAL RUGS & MORE MUST GO!
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Personalized Jewelryfor Mom
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Announce your Wedding, Engagement, or Social Event
in the Murray Ledger & Times. You'll be glad you did!

This is its symbol.

WE'RE CLOSING OUR DOORS FOREVER!

j For all the
business news read
the Ledger & Times

jitit

HURRY IN FOR
BEST SELECTION!

LARGE SELECTION
OF ORIENTAL RUGS
MUST ME SOLD!!

THIS IS A ONCE 1N-A-LIFETIME CHANCE TO
GET THE HOME FURNISHINGS YOU'VE BEEN
WANTING AT SPECTACULAR SAVINGS!

!i304-F Chewtnut St.• 759-1141 • Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

Order Now attd Sore S20!
.Surprise her this(hrisimas with a symbol ol lore.
let NX
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$20 Mail-In Rebate

A cid rcss

on an gold Celebrations of Life product.
except for Bundle of Johaft) ring. Purchase
mumbe made 10171031/00. Offer salid only
if accompanied b) this ad. Offer not valid
withianxr other offers Rebate request must he
mailed in no lace/than 1.2/31100. Allow 4-6
weeks for rebate processing

1.'it), ST /ip
1 hese 2 lines to be filled out b jos e'er
Confirmation*
Account*
Nail this rebate request to
Celebrations of Life. Artn October Rebate Offer
P.0 Box 149056. Austin. TX 78714-9036

208 EAST MAIN ST.
MURRAY, KY • 270-753-4834
Cash, Check, MasterCard & Visa Accepted.6 Months same as cash.
hove resulted in prior soles.
•Discounts token from our offering prices which may or may not
2000.
out of business lie. # 00.01 Sole to end on or before Nov. 13
•Photos ore for illustration purposes Only ash sales staff for availability. Going

OF A LIFETIME!
YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS THE FURNITURE EVENT
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Lakers hope Pilots will cure headaches
By -MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
The Calloway County football team's 33-7 loss to
Marshall County Friday in Draffenville hurt the Lakers
in more ways than one.
CCHS(4-2) may not have forfeited its standing as the
11th-ranked Class 3A team in the state, but it went into
its clash with the No.8 Marshals(4-2) knowing it would
be without senior fullback-linebacker Josh Owen for the
rest of the season after doctors discovered a herniated
disc in his neck.
Senior punter Brady Harris, a goalkeeper for
Calloway's boys' soccer team. also sat out the Marshall
game with a broken nose and a concussion suffered in
the Sept. 27 match versus Murray High at Ty Holland
To top it all off, the Lakers emerged from Marshall's
Carroll Traylor Stadium with concussions to senior tailback-linebacker Daniel Garner and senior cornerback
Ryan Humphrey.
"This is the time of year when every football team in
the nation is dinged up. but we have a lot of dings," said
Laker head coach Joe Stonecipher of his squad's injury
situation. "Not having Josh Owen for the rest of the year
is going to be tough, but we have to overcome the rest."
Though Garner Will miss this week's contest with
Class A Fulton County (1-5), Humphrey was released
for Friday's trip to Hickman and Harris, pending the
results of Tuesday's MR1, could also return to action.
Furthermore. Stonecipher and his assistants do have
over 155 years of coaching experience and plenty of
able bodies at their disposal.
:Injuries are a part of coaching and a part of sports,Stonecipher said. "We have a 60-man roster, and one of
the that allows us to do is to make some adjustments(to
injuries) without !n)sing one starter from one position
to another.If Harris is unavailable against the Pilots, senior
quarterback Tony Ryan will again assume the punting
chores. Meanwhile, junior Aaron Stewart will continue
at fullback for Owen. whose neck ailment put him at risk
of paralysis had he continued to play this year.
However, it is on the defensive side of the ball where
Laker fans will see the most change. Junior Jacob
Payne. who started at Owen's vacated weakside linebacker spot versus Marshall. will replace Garner at middle linebacker this week. That means that Stewart will
move from left defensive end to weakside linebacker
behind senior right end Chris Thorne as junior Gatlin
Rowland will get the call at left end.
While Marshall appeared to pick on Payne's side of

the CCflS defense Friday for most of its 332 rushing
yards, Stonecipher was quick to point Out that Payne did
register a sack in his first varsity start and that Garner's
concussion on the opening kickoff. Although Garner
busted the Marshal wedge, Chris Hartman's 93-yard
return for a touchdown and two muffed kickoffs conspired to do in the Lakers.
"We thought Jacob gave a great effort; but you could
see at times the results of Daniel's concussion — he didn't remember the first half," Stonecipher said. Once our
defensive coaches had a chance to readjust, we did OK,
but we never could get it together on offense and then
we made those mistakes on the kickoffs.
"(Marshall) was physical, and they did a good job of
blocking low and getting into the legs of our defensive
linemen. Once the offensive linemen do that, they have
control."
Stonecipher said that Calloway's spread offense may
employ more plays out of the wishbone formation versus Fulton County because of the injuries to the Laker
backfield. With Stewart at fullback, Humphrey and seniors Caleb Smith and Brandon Williams will rotate at the
two halfback spots while junior Dean Futrell would step
in for Smith to join Patrick Greer in the double-tight end
set.
Williams, however, is still nursing a shoulder injury
sustained in the Sept. 22 win over 3A First District foe
Union County at Jack Rose Stadium, and although the
Pilots are winless in Kentucky — their lone victory was
a 19-8 decision Sept. IS at Ponageville (Mo.)
*Stonecipher is still leery about visiting Fulton County.
"Generally, we have to play Fulton County all the
way through,- Stonecipher said. "(Head coach David
Gallagher) has always had good athletes; they don't
have II that they can put on the field at the same time
this year, but they do have some kids that can break
some long runs.
"We took Monday off for the last two weeks, which
is something that is unheard of around herd, but we need
MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger & Tines photo
to get out of this routine and into a different mode and
OFF AND RUNNING.,.Calloway County senior quarterback Tony Ryan scrambles for running
retool — you have to when you lose your starting fullback and tailback, and that's something you don't do room in the Lakers' 33-7 loss to Marshall County Friday at Carroll Traylor Stadium in Drafienville.
overnight."
year's 3-8 squad. and Gallagher is the only coach on the ly delivered Fulton County's game films Sunday, and he
After graduating-standouts James Bridges and Jamie---Pilot staff that teaches at the school. However, was
astonished when Gallagher went over the films
Alexander to Murray State over the last two seasons, Stonecipher said a no-nonsense approach will be
himself, describing the Pilots' offensive and defensive •
Fulton County has struggled mightily in 2000. While required of his Laker troops Friday at Sanger Field.
strategies to the Laker coaching staff.
Calloway has outscored its opposition 171-110 this year,
"We've got to get up there and score early," said the
"They don't have a certain play or player that they go
the Pilots have yielded 288 points while notching just 74 Calloway skipper. "We need to put points on the board
to, but they try to use their speed to hit the home run,"
against the likes of Russellville, Union City (Tenn.), and make them gamble, and then we need to take advanStonecipher said, "David just tries to get the ball to his
Crittenden County, Graves County and Mayfield.
tage of their gambles."
best athletes and see what they can do, so we need to
Fulton County returned just four seniors from last
Stonecipher was surprised to see Gallagher personal- play good, fundamental football."

Stop by
for a great
meal before
or after
sEAFocw) the game!

Here's To A
Winning Season!

from

Don Henry State Farm
Agency & Staff

1300 N. 12th St.• 753-4424

Melt Away The
Pounds And Stress

MERCURY
LINCOLN
PROUD
SUPPORTER OF
LAKER
FOOTBALL
FOR 70 YEARS.
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New Releases
For $7.50
2 Night Rental

PARKER
FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY
753-5273 • 701 Main Street

VIDEO SUPER STORE
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Calloway County's Only
Home Owned & Operated
Terry & Karen Issacs, Owners

Supporting Our
Home Teams

UNLEASH YOUR POTENTIAL

We also strengthen families.
You see, at the Y we recognize that the family is a vitally important part of American
life. Which is why we develop activities
expressly for family .involvement, and promote the YMCA as a family center.
At the Y we believe when families do things
together, good things develop for everyone
involved. So bring your family to
the YMCA. And see how
it strengthens ,
talAi
MIA,
family ties.

t
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Pettitte lifts Yanks 4-0
011 Left-hander
helps struggling
club draw even
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) —
Andy Pettitte stood on the mound,
talking to himself and mentally
blocking out a stadium full of
screaming fans.
That mental intensity is partly
why he has been so successful in
the postseason, and he needed
every bit of that focus Wednesday night as he pitched the struggling New York Yankees back into
their playoff series against the Athletics.
Pettitte allowed five hits in 7
2-3 scoreless innings, surviving a
goofy pratfall by second baseman
Luis Sojo, and the Yankees defeated the Oakland A's 4-0 to tie their

best-of-five AL division series at
I-1.
"He focuses and gets himself
in this trance, I guess you can
say, and he does a lot of talking
to himself.
"He has meetings with himself
on the mound very often," Yankees manager Joe Torre said. "Most
of the time he's locked in, andhe was tonight."
The playoff series moves to
New York for Game 3 on Friday
night, with Oakland's Tim Hudson (20-15) facing Orlando Hernandez (12-13).
Pettitte, who has had some of
his best performances in the postseason, said he's always talked to
himself during games — mostly
to remind himself about pitching
mechanics.
"Obviously, I feel like I get a
little more locked in in playoff

games," he said. "You try to see
the pitches. You try to see them
before you make the pitch."
Pettitte's performance and a radically revamped New York lineup
helped the two-time defending
World Series champions snap an
eight-game losing streak.
The Yankees, derided by
ics as over-the-hill champions, also
ended a 10-game road losing streak.
"We've been down. We've been
on a terrible skid," Pettitte said.
"I hope this will get us going.
This is a big game for us, obviously. We've really been struggling."
Glenallen Hill, in the lineup as
part of Torre's effort to shake up
a moribund offense, broke up a
scoreless game with an RBI single, and Sojo followed with a tworun double as the Yankees scored
three in the sixth.

CLUTCH PERFORMANCE.. Andy Pettitte gave the struggling Yankees a lift Wednesday
night, pitching 7-2/3 scoreless innings for a 4-0 victory over Oakland.

Writer notches perfect score to stay in picks race
Just call me Mr. Perfect.
To no one's amazement, I reestablished myself as the head
picks guru with an unblemished
10-0 record last week.
Ok, maybe only some people
were amazed. Well ... probably
all of them. But who's counting?
I have to brag on myself at
least one time.
How often can you say that
you've been perfect at anything?
I don't know- about anywhere else,
but it sure doesn't happen much
around here.
My good.fortune has placed me
back in the heart of the picks race
at 48-21, just one game back of
our guests (49-20) and two off
the pace set by my sidekick, Mike
Ohstrom (50-19).
This week, we welcome Murray City Schools Superintendent
-Franklin to our panel.
Dr. Franklin's appearance on
this panel was pushed back because
he was out of the office on business last week. But, hey, better
late than never!
Welcome, and good luck.
Murray at Fulton City
The Bulldogs have made strides
under the direction of quarterback
Aaron Ferrell.
However, they don't have the
horses to match up with Murray,
who will use this game as a warmup for next week's showdown with
rival Mayfield.. Tigers.
Calloway Co. at Fulton Co.
No coach in his right mind will
dare downplay an opponent. But
you have to think that Joe Stonecipher will breathe a little easier
this week knowing that the Pilots
are on the other sideline.
Fulton County has been awful
this season. Plus, Calloway is coming off a disheartening loss to
Marshall County. That spells trouble for the Pilots...Lakers.
Cairo, HI. at Ballard
I must admit that I don't know
squat about Cairo. However, that
shouldn't make much difference...Bombers.
Russellville at Crittenden
This has the makings of an

more players, head coach Perry
Thomas and his staff may have
the field themSCOTT to suit up andonehitcoulld
be close,
selves. This
NANNEY but I'll take the.. Blue Tornado.
Scott Nanney
Mayfield at Trousdale Co.
Murray
Trousdale County (Tenn.) can
Murray at Fulton City
SPORTS
good football teams.
some
up
suit
Calloway
EDITOR But there's not a lot of squads in Calloway Co. at Fulton Co.
Ballard
Cairo, Ill. at Ballard
this area that can match Mayfield
Russelhille
this season
Russellville at Crittenden Co.
interesting contest. Both squads
After a not-so-typical 1999.
Union Co.
this
earlier
faced Murray High
union Co. at Lone Oak
Mayfield has returned to its usual
much
posed
one
neither
but
year,
Marshall
Madisonville at Marshall Co.
dominant self. This team is a legitof a challenge to the Tigers.
.Carcontender..
title
state
imate
Miberg N.
Grayson Co. at Muhlenberg N.
Both teams look about even.
dinals.
Teco
versatile
•
's
Tilghman
But Russellville
Murray State at UT-Martin-- ,llepkine-Central at Tilgi-tinan
Dickerson makes the difference in
Mayfield
licking
be
must
Joe Pannunzio
Mayfield at Trousdale Co. (Tenn.)
this one...Panthers.
too, unless the Tenchops
his
Murray St.
Murray State at UT-Martin
Union Co. at Lone Oak
nessee Titans come dressed in Skypeoof
lot
a
surprised
Union
S. Carolina
South Carolina at Kentucky
hawk gear. And that's not likely
ple — including myself — when
Racers.
Ala.-Birm.
happen..
to
Louisville at Ala.-Birmingham
it -played Calloway County to a
-.at--Kentucky
Carolina
S.
halftime draw two—weeks-ago--at 10-0
Last week
How long will it be before Lou
Jack Rose Stadium.
South
of
governor
Holtz becomes
48-21
Season:
On the other hand, the Purple
Carolina?
Flash shocked no one in dropping
The former Notre Dame coach
a 40-3 decision to the Lakhas worked wonders in only his
ers...Braves.
second season in Columbia, losMadisonville at Marshall
ing only to traditional power
The Maroons possess a solid
Alabama in five tries this year.
offensive attack behind quarterWill Hal Mumme ever find a
back Spencer Johnson. However,
My guess is he'll have
defense?
the grind-it-out running game of
other than Lexsomewhere
look
to
Marshall County won't allow any
a good one.. Gamefind
to
ington
heroics from Johnson and his cocks,
crew...Marshals.
Louisville at
Grayson Co. at
Ala.-Birmingham
Muhlenberg N.
John L. Smith has UofL headFlip a coin on this one. They're
in the right direction. But he
ed
both terrible. But, just for the pure better watchout for Conference
heck of it, we'll go with the.. Stars,
USA foe Alabama-Birmingham,
Hopkins Central at
who's already upset Louisiana
Tilghman
Blazers.
State..
If Paducah Tilghman lose any

This week's football picks
Dr. WA Franklin
Guest picker

Murray

Murray

Calloway

Calloway

Ballard

Ballard

Russellville

Russellville

Union Co.

Union Co.

Marshall
Grayson Co.

Marshall
M'berg N.

Hopkins

Tilghman

Mayfield

Mayfield

Murray St.

Murray St

S. Carolina
Ala.-Birm.

Kentucky

8-2

6-4

50-19

49-20

Louisville

ot its

Guess What?
90 Days Til
Christmas!
We Can Help

CORPORATION
HEIGHTS FINANCE
Pam Dial, Manager
1304 A Chestnut St.• Murray. KY 42071
Located in Dixieland Center • Mon.-Fri. 8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
12701759-0310 • Fax 12701759-8731
oviw.heightsfinance.com

ComeseeRacerIfolleyftallall!!get..

Free Popcorn!!!

REGISTER NOW!
away
To be given
Oct. 31st.
130054C
X0086A
B0082C
X1005A
X0017B
X0036A
X0099A
X0116A
01012B
X0100
X0136
X0031A
X0078A
X9057A

•
(

•
#..„\
)

u rra y Stato_ Racers

91 Ford Escort
91 Merc Sable
87 Mazda B2200 P/U
88 Cadillac Cimmaron
87 Chevrolet Caprice
91 Buick Century
93 Roadmaster S/W
92 Roadmaster S/W
94 Dodge Caravan
95 Merc Mystique
95 Grand Prix Cpe
96 Dodge Neon Cpe
95 Toyota Camry LE
97 Dodge Neon Cpe

82,295m X0133A
83,895' X0121A
4,999' X0106
82,489°' B0083A
82,489' X0115
81,999" X0091
1 P0036B
"
87,980
86,790' X0066
84,165°° C0009A
X0087A
X0137
X0117
00
88,845 X0132
86,47000 X0134

Tripp Purdom

814,990'
811,995'
817,825°'
821,999'
813,995'
816,490m
815,980°°
832,880"°

,tihtect to prior sale plus TI I

WORLD

1300 N. 121 By Pass • Murray, ICY (Next to Lowe's)

Bill Blackburn
amoral Manager

Saturday,Oct.7
7 p.m.,Racer Arena

99 Olds 88 LS
99 Chevrqlet Lumina
97 Cadillac DeVille
97 Cadillac STS
97 Grand Prix Cpe
2000 Chevrolet Impala
2000 Chevrolet Impala2000 Cadillac DeVille

BRANDON

vs.
Tennessee Tech

gs
ne

REGISTER NOW!
To be given
away
Oct. 31st.
'17,925'
95 GMC Suburban
89,970'
98 Pontiac Bonneville
49,980°'
98 Silverado Z71
811,975'
88
LS
98 Olds
48,970'
98 Buick Park Avenue
813,70500
e
Convertibl
99 Sunfire

(don't miss these deals)

'All vehi.

man
es
0-

Mike Ohstrom

Was Mapes

Jim Suter

Jentce Asbridge

ads.

10
(

Gary Key

CALL US
Y5.5315
TODA
80045

REGISTER NOW
To be
givA7staWay(270)7534315•

away
lb be given
REGISTER Nowt
.31st.
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Tigers look to streak past Bulldogs
By MIKE OHSTROM
us because (Fulton City) is a good football
Staff Writer
team,"
Fisher said.
A series of streaks has coiled itself around
"We've
had some tough times down there
the Murray High football team like a ball of
and
we
have several distractions this week with
yarn to a frisky kitten.
school
being
out, so we're not overlooking FulDespite surrendering their only first-quarter
ton
by
any
means.
We're telling the kids that
points of the season, the Tigers (5-1) defeated
we
have
a
chance
to win a district champiClass 2A Heath 42-20 in Friday's Homecoming
onship next week, but if we don't win this
game at Ty Holland Field to notch their fourth
week, we have no chance."
consecutive win and move to 10th in this week's
The Bulldogs are 0-3 against Kentucky comClass A state poll.
petition
after Friday's -52-12 home district loss
The victory was the second straight game
to Ballard Memorial, but Fisher knows that with
that the talented tailback tandem of junior Anthoathletic junior Aaron Ferrell around in a spread
ny Cogdell and senior Thomas Olive wreaked
offense
brought in by new head coach Bradley
havoc on opposing defenses.
Patterson,
Fulton City is very dangerous.
Cogdell rushed for 147 of their combined
"Ferrell's got the ability to beat you by him212 yards versus the Pirates (1-5), and both
self,
and Fulton City is looking at us as a
backs tallied a pair of touchdowns, as did senchance
to get in the playoffs," said Fisher, who
ior wide receiver Bobby Smith.
noted that Patterson may move Ferrell from
Meanwhile, MHS prepares for a three-game
quarterback
to tailback this week.
road trip through First District foes Fulton City,
"They'll
have
to beat either us, Mayfield or
Mayfield and Fulton County, beginning with
Fulton County to get in and they're running
Friday's trip to Fulton Memorial Stadium to
out of chances, so they'll be geared up for us.
face a 2-4 Bulldog squad whose 14-8 home
If we want to win this thing (the district), we're
win in 1996 was its only triumph over Murray
going
to have to do it on the road."
since 1968.
Besides Ferrell, the Bulldog offense has plenThis week also marks the start of MHS' twoty
of other weapons in junior running backs
week fall intercession, and while his players
Brian
Dickerson and Bryant Burton, senior fullmight not like the change. in schedule, Tiger.,
back Matthew Worley and junior wide receivhead coach Rick Fisher enjoys this feature of
er
Emmanuel Pettigrew.
SCOTT
NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo
the school system's year-round, or alternative
LET
'ER
RIP..
Murray
High
senior
tailback
Thomas
Olive
(13)
"We've
watches
run into a lot of spread offenses, so
senior
quarterback
schedule.
Josh Garland fire a pass in the Tigers 42-20 Homecoming win over Heath Friday.
it seems like a lot of people are going to that,"
"When you get into the season, you don't
you've had for nine weeks and throw that out
"(Smith) has got to touch the ball, and the Fisher said. "They're a little short on numbers
want to change too many things, but I personthe window."
more he does, the more pressure he takes off. -in terms of linemen. .so they 'try' to 'put' mnre
ally like it because you're not rushed to get
Although a botched onside kick set up Heath's our run game, and that makes us a better team' wide receivers out there and try to spread-out'
everything done before _practice," said Fidler__
_
_
_
game-tying-to-ea-down in the opening period of
Fisher has also been pleased with how Cogdell your defense. We have more linemen than skill
whose opponent this week also follows an alterFriday's contest, ending the Murray defense's and Olive have co-existed in the backfield.
people, and if we're going to win, we have to
native school calendar.
perfect slate in first-quarter action this season,
"I
think
they
have
a
very
good
understandcontain
Ferrell."
"It's harder on the kids because some of
Fisher was proud of his club's performance.
ing,
and
they
have
accepted
their
roles
and
The Tigers' injury report is minimal, as junthem sleep until noon and some of them work
"That was one goal we wanted to keep; our played very well," Fisher said. "We were forced ior guard Ryan Houston (sore shoulder) and
in the morning. But you have to keep them
special teams put us in a bad spot there, but into this situation (by an injury to Cogdell), junior tackle Justin Smith (twisted ankle)
are
focused, so you break up the regular routine
we're looking forward to having another streak," but they haven't been selfish; they haven't cared both expected to play Friday.
Fisher said. "We take a lot of pride in what who scored the touchdowns, and they've received
we do defensively, and it has carried us a long equal carries and equal opportunities to be sucway."
cessful."
Stop by
The Tiger skipper got the execution he was
One streak that Murray would like to end is
for a great
looking for out of his aerial attack as senior its string of five years without a district title.
if-reirit all put ,..ziega'.1 at'
quarterback Josh Garland completed 5-of-10 Although they captured a Class A First Region
meal before
passes for 122 yards and the two TD strikes championship in the 1997 playoffs, the Tigers
or after
to Smith, who recorded 110 receiving yards on have been the district runner-up three times
SEAFOOD the game!
four catches.
since last winning the league during the run to
Olive. MHS' starting QB at the beginning of the 1994 state final.
the 2000 campaign, also connected on 2-of-3
However, MHS (1-0 district) cannot look past
passes for 22 yards.
Fulton City (0-1 district) if it wants to chal"I felt we did the things we needed to do lenge No. 2 Mayfield (6-0, 1-0) for the league
to win and get better last week," Fisher said. title Oct. 13 at War Memorial Stadium.
612 South 9th St.
"We wanted to get our passing game more involved
"This team has a chance to do something
peaenizseadootifiget/.
— we got two touchdowns and we should've that no other Murray team has done in quite
had more. .
some time, but this is a big, big challenge for

•
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THORNTON
TILE and
MARBLE
753-5719
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MERCURY
LINCOLN
PROUD
SUPPORTER Of
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204 adluaaele ecife cwatagze?
YOUF needs, responsibilities and financial goals change throughout your
life and your insurance should reflect these changes
Woodmen's adjustable life can change as you do. offering interest-sensitive protection that you control
And, you can increase Of decrease
.flhe amount of your insurance protection
.your premium payments plus
Your cash value can gm.. tax -deferred and earn a competitive rate of
interest To learn more call sour Woodmen representative today!

James D. Parker
Woodmen Bldg
3rd 8 Maple, Murray
753-8546

Kpple Tree School T
Takitig School Age
Enrollment
Call 753-9316 or 753-9356
401 N. 12th St.
Now

Behind St Leo's Catholic Church)

Good Luck
From An Your Friends At

Kentucky Lake
Oil Company
Shell
622 South 4th

PARKER
FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY
753-5273 •701 Main Street
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Murray Home
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Life Insurance Society
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J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home
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Terry & Karen Issacs, Olyners
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GO TIGERS
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Giants take Game 1 over Mets ISCOMEDO&El Bill
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SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Barry Bonds wore a broad smile
when he stepped into the on-deck
circle in the first inning:
He might have had an inkling
his playoff luck was about to
change.
Bonds, the three-time MVP
whose career has been defined by
regular-season prowess and postseason futility, kicked off his latest playoff appearance with an RBI
triple and a key single in the San
Francisco Giants' 5-1 victory over
the New York Mets in the opener of their NL series.
For Bonds, a 2-for-3 performance was an early answer to his
critics. He hit .200 in four previous seasons in the playoffs, but
he had the fourth multihit playoff
game of his career.
"You should stop dwelling about
the past with Barry," Jeff Kent
said. "This is a new team and a
new year."
If its first playoff game is any
indication, this new team has what
it takes to win in October. Livan
Hernandez held the Mets to five
hits for 7 2-3 innings, and Ellis
Burks hit a three-run homer as GIANT EFFORT...Livan Hernandez
allowed New York just
the Giants gave manager Dusty
five hits in 7-2/3 innings of work as the Giants took Game
Baker and Pacific Bell Park their
1 of their National League Division Series over the Mets.
first postseason wins.
But none of the Giants gave tions at his locker before leaving alter he took a close 2-2 pitch —
particular credit for the win to with his young son.
during San Francisco's four-run
one player. Kent said Bonds' standHe blames the media for blow- third inning ricocheted crazily off
out game was no more important ing his postseason struggles out the wall in right, scoring Mueller
than Billy Mueller getting two hits of proportion.
and setting the table for Burks'
or Burks' homer. This is a team.
"I don't want to get into the three-run homer.
We don't depend on just one or past. That's history," Bonds said.
That was all Hernandez needtwo guys."
"We're starting over here."
ed. He pitched strong into the
After the game, Bonds eschewed
Bonds couldn't have imagined eighth inning before handing the
a trip to the postgame interview a new start much better than this. game over to setup man Felix
room and answered only a few ques- His two-out triple — which came Rodriguez and closer Robb Nen.

"Livan was phenomenal. He's
SPONSORED BY
been doing it for us now for quite
awhile," Bonds said. "You've got
—
Stuart
el
to go with your big dog in the
KENTUCKY FARM IURIIIAU INSURANCE l4-1-1'h
big games, and it's him."
"Call me today for a
I
4,
Bonds also singled in the first
complimentary review of
u
to keep a rally going. He even
,
your family's insurance needs."
-stole second base after being walked
(2701153-4703 310$OUTH 4Tlf STREET, NUR • V. KY
HOME•RENTERS•AUTO •FARM. MOBILE HOME•LONC TERM CARE
in the seventh inning Wednesday.
BOAT•TAX DEFERRED ANNUITIES•BUSINESS•DISABILITY•CANCER PLAN
"(Bonds) was very focused and
determined and poised," Baker said.
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
"He just played his normal game.
DIVISION SERIES
Wednesday
... He hit the ball good three times,
American League
San Francisco 5, New York 1, San Franand he got a couple of hits. It
Tuesday
cisco leads series 1-0
Today
was just a Barry Bonds-type game." Seattle 7, Chicago 4, 10 innings
Oakland 5, New York 3
Atlanta (Glavine 21-9) at St. Louis (Kile 20While all of the Giants' stars
Wednesday
9), 3:07 p.m. (ESPN)
lived up to their billing, New
Seattle 5, Chicago' 2. Seattle leads series
New York (Leiter 16-8) at San Francisco(Estes
York's most important players did- . 2-0
15-6), 7:18 p.m. (FOX)
New York 4, Oakland 0, series lied 1-1
Saturday
n't.
Friday
St. Louis (Stephenson 16-9, An.Benes 12.Mets starter Mike Hampton, 9Chicago (Baldwin 14-7) at Seattle (Sele 179 or Hentgen 15-12) at Atlanta (Ashby 120 previously against the Giants, 10). 3:07'p.m. (ESPN)
13), 12:07 p.m. (ESPN)
couldn't get out of the sixth inning. Oakland (Hudson,20-6) at New York (Her- San Francisco (Ortiz 13-12) al New York
42-43), 7:011--p.a4: (NBC)
-(Reed 11-5). -12:07 p.m.-(ESPN)-- dr 348
--allbiied—Six- hits and live -44an4ez
Saturday
p.m. (FOX)(3:18 p.m. if White Sox-Manners
runs and walked three, and relievChicago at Seattle, 3-18 pm. (FOX): if necis over)
er Turk Wendell bailed him out essary
Sunday
Oakland (Zito 7-4) at New York (Clemens
St. Louis at Atlanta, 12:07 p.m. (ESPN) or
of a bases-loaded jam in the sixth
13-8), 6:38 p.m. (NBC)
7 p.m. (FOX), if necessary (7 pm if all
with two strikeouts.
Sunday
other senes are over)
"It just boils down to I made
Seattle at Chicago, 3.07 p.m. (ESPN) or 7
San Francisco at New York, 307 p.m.
p.m.
(FOX), if necessary (7 p.m. if Giants. (ESPN) or 7 p.m. (FOX), it necessary (7
basically one mistake (against
Mets and Athletics-Yankees are over)
p.m. it Athletics-Yankees is over)
Burks), and it cost me," Hampton
New York at Oakland, 7 p.m. (FOX), if necMonday
said. "I'm not ashamed of anyessary
Atlanta at St. Louis, 3:07 p.m. (ESPN) or
National League
7:18 p.m. (FOX), if necessary (7.18 p.m if
thing. I pitched my best."
Tuesday
Giants-Mets is over)
Edgardo Alfonzo, Mike Piazza
St. Louis 7, Atlanta 5, St. Louis leads series
New York at San Francisco, 7:18 p.m. (FOX),
and Robin Ventura — the Mets' 1-0
if necessary
3-4-5. hitters — went hitless in
their first nine at-bats. Piazza, a
career .211 hitter in the playoffs,
was 0-for-3.
The Mets'outfielders spent extra
time Tuesday studying the eccentric dimensions of Pac Bell, but
Crittenden County tops MMS gridders 22-6
it didn't help right fielder Derek
MARION. Ky — The Murray Middle School football team suffered just its
second defeat of the season in a 22-6 loss to Crittenden County Tuesday
Bell. Bonds' triple caromed so
Seth Darnell provided the Jr Tigers (4-2) with their only points of the consharply that Bell sprained his right
test on a 7-yard touchdown run in the first quarter before the host Jr Rockankle while trying to reverse direcets pulled away for the victory
tion.
MMS will host Marshall County Tuesday for the 2000 season finale at Ty

Alexander
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Mariners take commanding 2-0 series lead
CHICAGO (AP) — Lou Piniella won't divulge Seattle's pitching plans to the team that led the
majors in scoring this season.
That approach by the Mariners'
manager is working, and they're
headed home to Safeco Field with
a 2-0 lead in their division series.
If the Chicago White Sox want
to avoid a sweep, they'll need to
figure out how to improve on a
3-for-23 performance with runners
in scoring position.
They need to hit a Seattle bullpen
that's pitched 10 scoreless innings
and allowed just three hits. And
they need to get some hits out of
Frank Thomas, who is 0-for-7 in
the first two games.
"We have a specific game plan.
I can't talk about that," Piniella
said following Wednesday's 5-2 victory over the White Sox, who
averaged six runs this season while
winning an AL-best 95 games.
"We've been fortunate to shut
them down. You're not going to

find better hitters."
uation, 0-2 going to a team's home most of the year — take a walk,
Game 3 is in Seattle on Fri- field, but we have played good base- get some guys on base. They make
day.
ball there," Chicago manager Jerry things happen.
"We don't want to get in a Manuel said.
"So it's important to make sure
slugging match with the White
"We won 95 games and feel you get ahead of them."
Sox. I don't
we can find a way to win three
The White Sox stranded eight
know if it's them
more."
runners, giving them 18 in the
struggling
or
Paul Abbott gave up five hits first two games. Chicago's 3-4-5
we're
making
and two runs .in 5 2-3 innings to hitters — Thomas, Magglio
pitches,"
our
win in his first postseason appear- Ordonez and Carlos Lee — were
Alex Rodriguez
ance in a pro career that began a combined 0-for-9 Wednesday after
said.
in 1985.
going 2-for-13 in the opener.
It's been a litRelievers Arthur Rhodes, Jose
"I sense they are pressing sometle of both.
Mesa and Kazuhiro Sasaki didn't what," Manuel said.
Seattle's win
allow a hit the rest of the way.
Thomas, an MVP candidate who
Wednesday fea-- you -the-truth, we're -hit 43 ham- rs- and-drove---M-143BUHNER
tured 3 1-3 hitnot surprised. But we also know runs during the season, came up
less innings by
they could turn it on at any minute," with runners at first and second
Mariners relievers, a go-ahead Rhodes said.
in the seventh, but flied out.
homer by Jay Buhner and superb
Abbott, who began the season
defensive play by Mark McLemore. in the bullpen, not allowing the
It all puts the White Sox near White Sox hitters to have an advanan early exit, although they did tageous count is crucial.
have a major league-best 49-32
"That's what they want, they
mark on the road this season and want you to throw some pitches.
won four of six at Safeco Field. they want to see what you have,'
"We've never been in this sit- he said. "That's what they've done

Laker soccer to hold Senior Night Tuesday
The Calloway County High School boys' and girls' soccer teams wit) honor
its seniors Tuesday at the Jim Nix Soccer Complex following the Lady Lakers' 5:30 p.m. match versus Murray High.
The boys' crosstown rivalry game between the Lakers and Tigers is scheduled to begin at 7 p.m.

Old School Wrestling to host softball event
BENTON, Ky. — The Old School Wrestling Federation will present a coslow-pitch softball tournament Saturday at the Benton City Park. The firstplace prize is $150, while the runner-up will receive $100
The entry fee is $100 per team. Teams must consist of five men and five
women and bring their own Core-47 softballs. For more information, call
Jamie Phillips at 270-437-4328.

ed

Notice
Pictures, disks and Other items that have been turned into The Ledger &
Times sports department can be picked up after publication at the Ledger
office on 1001 Whitnell Ave. Call 753-1916 ext. 23 for more information.

KEEP SCORE WITH THE LEDGER & TIMES

David Ring
"I Have Cerebral Palsy What's YourProblem?"
Lovett Auditorium

Racers to be televised on WQTV
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray State's football road
game on Saturday with Ohio Valley Conference foe Tennessee-Martin will be taped and televised the
following day at noon by
WQTV/UPN46.
The audio coverage for the
broadcast will be provided by a
radio simulcast with Neal Bradley
and Sam Rickman of the Racer
Radio Network. Bradley and Rickman will provide all the play-byplay coverage and game commentary for the tape-delayed broadcast.
"This is a great opportunily for
this football program to be seen
by a lot of people who normally

FOR ALL
BUSINESS
UPDATES READ
THE LEDGER

would not get a chance to see us
play," said first-year Racer head
coach Joe Pannunzio.
"We are very excited, and
hopefully, we will be able to provide an entertaining game for
everyone.-

WQTV/UPN46 is a broadcast
service of Murray State University and serves western Kentucky
and northern Tennessee.
Viewers should check their kcal
listings or contact their local cable
system for channel availability.

Murray State University, Murray, KY

Tuesday, October 10• 7:00 p.m.
For more information call: 270-753-8240
No Acimssion Charge. Love offering will be taken.

•

You've Never Heard A Speaker Like David Ring'

CHECK THE TV WEEK
FOR ALL YOUR FAVORITE
LISTINGS AND TIMES

Ak

4tt
0 Sports
4%

Make Cooper Tires
Your First Choice!
*New and Used Quality Tires at
Affordable Prices
/
.... ,
*Excellent Warranties
.Free Balancing With Tire Purchase
mi.

c

Injury Clinic-

r*:-.3 Accepted

Warehouse Tire

(for area middle di high school students)

400 Industrial Rd.• 753-1111

Saturday mornings throughout
September and October
8 a.m. to 10 a.m.

k with Coach

Pannunzio
TV

Catch Coach Pannunzio's
Show
on WQTV every Friday night at 10:30 p.m.

Charter - Channel 16
Media Corn - Channel 10
This week also catch the show on WPSD
Sunday October 8, at 4.30 p.m

Sports Medicine Physician on-hand • X-ray services provided
• Physical Therapy services provided

oft

Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Outpatient Services
Ninth Street
Call 762-1459 for more information

Sponsored by

c.

Todd Bohannon, M.D.
Sports Medicine Specialist
and

MCCH X-Ray St Rehabilitation services

1?1
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'Nutcracker'auditions scheduled
The Murray Civic Music Asso- old by Dec. 1, 2000.
The most critical coniideration
ciation will present the Nashville
Ba1kt in a single performance of in casting the production with local
"The Nutcracker" Nov. 26.
participants is technical ability
"Our presentation of the needed to execute the required steps.
Nashville Ballet performing the
However, costume size also
Nutcracker in our 1988-1999 sea- impacts cast selection and assignson was. generally highlighted ments. Because of time constraints_
among our most Celebrated events with this touring event, there are
of all time " said Brian Runnels, some height guidelines for cospresident of the association."We've tuming reasons.
had numerous requests to have
Auditions will be held in Lovett
this group back, and we are most Auditorium on the Murray State
happy to do so."
University campus beginning at 8
The production includes up to a.m. The auditions will be con38 local dancers (children and ducted by Sharyn Wood from the
adults) who be selected by audi- Nashville Ballet. Local dance coortion Oct. 9.
dinator Karen Balzer will assist.
There is no maximum age limit
Dancers needed to play the parts
for cast members, but the mini- include(height requirements includ-alum -age-requirement-is-II-years- ed):

• 10 Party Children (5'-5'3")
• Six Soldiers (4'6"-5'0")
• Six Drossetmeyer Helpers
(4'3"-4'6")
• Six Mice - age,14 year minimum (5'5"-6'0")
• Two White Mice (4'0"-4'3")
• Eight Polichinelles (4'6"-5'0")
All events Will take place in
Lovett Auditorium on the campus
of Murray State University. The
schedule for auditions and
rehearsals Monday and Tuesday
includes:
Oct. 9
• 8-8:30 a.m. Registration
• 8:30-9:30 a.m. Auditions, casting will be announced immediately afterwards.
• 9:30 a.m.-noon Polichinelle
rehearsal

• 12-3 p.m. Battle Scene
• 3-6 p.m. Party Scene
Oct. 10
• 8-9 a.m. Polichinelle rehearsal
• 9-11 a.m. Battle Scene
• 11 a.m.-2 p.m. Party Scene
Auditionees and, if children, the
parents, will sign- an agireement
committing to full participation in
rehearsals and performances as
required. Karen Balzer will rehearse
cast members following the opening rehearsals until the performance weekend.
These rehearsals are currently
scheduled for Oct. 14 and 29, as
well as Nov. 4,11 and 18.
For more information about the
auditions, contact Balzer at 7670579.

"OPEN WINDOW"

Quilter's museum
disp
lays
texti
le
Choral festival brings 300 students to MSU
portrait series

The 28th annual KMEA First
District High School Choral Festival, sponsored by Murray State
University, the College of Humanities and Fine Arts and the Department of Music, was held in historic Lovett Auditorium Sept. 28.
Founded in 1972, the festival
has annually brought several hundred high school singers to the MSU

Campus for a day of rehearsal
and an evening concert.
This year, over 300 students
representing 12 regional high
schools studied and rehearsed music
for men's chorus and women's
chorus.
Dr. Ronnie Oliver, director of
choral activities at Western Kentucky University and an MSU

The Murray
Insurance Agency
We Care About Your
Life And Health
OFFERING:
• HEALTH INSURANCE
• LIFE INSURANCE
• DISABILITY INSURANCE
•LONG TERM CARE INSURANCE
FOR INDIVIDUALS AND GROUPS
Robert Billington, Jr.

John Nix Purdom

alumnae, was the guest conductor
for the Women's Chorus. Dr.
Bradley Almquist, MSU director
of choral activities, conducted the
Men's Chorus.
Singers from Murray High
School and Calloway County High
School participated in the festival.
Daniel Ball, Derek Burket, Matt
Duke, Racheal Grogan, Chad
McLaren, Chessy Mercado, Tara
Royal, Derek Shaffer, Chesley
Thomas and Crystal Thompson
represented Calloway County High
School.
Mark Dycus is the choral conductor at Calloway County High
School. Jennifer Wilson, a student
teacher from Murray State University, prepared the women from
CCHS for the festival.
Participants from Murray High
School included Mike Arneson,
Jaleelah al-Alou, Mike Belcher,
Becky _Amy/At_ _Jason Chapman,__
Caitlin Daly, Adam Ellis, Stephanie
Donnelly, Mike Garvin, Marteze
Hammonds, Coleman Maddox,
John Martinez, Elizabeth Miller,
Carl Najdek, Angela Oliver, Daniel
Runnels, Emily Runnels, . Sarah
Simmons, Jason Thompson, Amber
Voorhies, Marshall Welch and
Mitch Woods. Almquist directs the

Jason Billington

Located in the
Bel-Air Center
Murray, KY /
N......"
finnouncing the
23 finnual

rn

Festival Of Champions
marching Band
Competition
October 7, 2000
Murray State University, Stewart Stadium
Preliminary Band Performance Times:
Class A
11:30 - Hopkinsville High School
11:45 - Trigg County High School
12:00 - Mt. Vernon High School
12:15 - Lyon County High School

,

Class AAA
1.15 - A h County High School
1:30 - Hart County High School
1:45 - Daviess County High School
2:00 - Christian County High School
2:15 - Ohio County High School

762-0000

IE 4" 1
1E11-IR!111
IECFR1E11

Combination tickets for both prelims and finals are $7.00
for adults and $5.00 for children under 12.
Single Session tickets are $5.00 for adults and $3.00 for
children under 12.

I

753-6111
To Get Your Fitness Assessment
(a $49.95 value)
FREE...Call Today
Visit Our Website www.dinhmaa.com

new series, titled "Surrounded by
Family & Friends." These pieces
show people at the end of their
lives, surrounded by the relations
that have sustained them, including parents, children, partners, siblings and friends, both human and
animal.
One of the pieces, "Open Window," is a dying woman sleeping
peacefully at home, below an open
window. Her favorite pet, an enormous marmalade-colored cat,
perches on the pillow next to her.
"The cat becomes, in effect, the
guardian, and the window being
open alludes to the naturalness and
the natural world outside - the
sunlight - and that this death is
actually a natural part of life," the
artist explains.
"Surrounded by Family &
Friends" is supported by an arts_
fellowShip-lfdin - the PfOrect on
Death in America of The Open Society Institute.
Scherer's work, which was featured in a one-person exhibit at
MAQS in early 1999, was first
introduced to many people when
her fabric portrait "Laughing Rose"
appeared on the cover of "When
I Am An Old Woman I Shall Wear
Purple," an anthology published
by Papier-Mache Press that has
since sold over a million and a
half copies.
The museum is open Monday
through Saturday, 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
April through October it is also
open on Sundays from 1 to 5 p.m.
Admission is $5 for adults, $3 for
students and children 12 and under
are free. The entire facility is
wheelchair accessible.

WKMS will
air Paducah
Symphony
WKMS 91.3 will again broadcast the upcoming season of performances by the Paducah Symphony Orchestra.
The first broadcast will air Oct.
6 at 7 p.m. The orchestra will
perform "Escape to Persia!" featuring works.by Tchaikovsky, Rimsky-Korsakov and Copland. Cellist Claudio Jaffe is featured in
Tchaikovsky's "Variations." The
performance will be re-broadcast
at 10:30 a.m. Oct. 10.
In its next concert, Oct. 28,
The Paducah Symphony Orchestra will perform "Opera Night,"
which will be broadcast at 7 p.m.
Nov. 10 and 10:30 a.m. Nov. 14.
"Opera Night" features works from
Bizet, Rossini, Wagner and Strauss
Jr.
Remaining performances of the
season will include Christmas Concerts in December, as well as "Fantasies," "The Romance of Rome"
and "A Study of Hope," all set
to air next spring.
WKMS is the 100,000-watt listener supported National Public
Radio member station. WKMS
broadcasts engaging,in-depth news,
music and variety for listeners who
support sound excellence from Murray State University at 91.3 FM,
with translators 92.1 in Paducah
at 99.5 in Paris. Tenn. Call 1-800599-4737 for information and to
get a listener guide.

)

Call Now!,e

Class AAAA
2:30 - Union City High School
2:45 - Marshall County High School
Finals begin at 6 pm.
The Murray State University Band will perform
at 3:00 pm and 9:00 pm.

4

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE

(NOPEZ

Class AA
12:30 - Apollo High School
12:45 - Muhlenbirg North High School

I

ON Om..•

'

-- -
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A series of fabric and thread
portraits created by Vermont artist
Deidre Scherer are on exhibit at
the Museum of the American Quilter's Society (MAQS) in downtown Paducah through Oct. 21.
This exhibit is being held in
conjunction with "Promises to
Keep," a collaborative end-of-life
project coordinated by Murray's
Constance Alexander in partnership with WKMS-FM and the
Department Of Nursing at Murray
State University.
"Promises to Keep," coordinatThe evening concert was attended by over 600 people, including ed by Alexander, is a collaboraparents and friends of the singers. - tion of Murray State University's
The next major choral • festival Department of Nursing and Nationhosted by MSU will be the 2000 al Public Radio member station
Quad State High School Choral Fes- WKMS-FM and is supported by
the Sound Partners for Communitival Nov. 5-6.
At this festival, 250 singers ty Health program of the Benton
from a five-state region will gath- Foundation, which is funded by
er to study, rehearse and perform The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, and the Kentucky Arts Counmusic by Wolfgang A. Mozart.
The 250-voice choir was select- cil, an agency of the Education,
ed by audition from over 400 Arts and Humanities Cabinet.
-The Last Year" component of
tapes.
The choir will be conducted by the quilting museum exhibit is a
Almquist. The concert will begin series of nine pieces based on
at 6:30 p.m. on Nov. 6. It is free sketches that Deidre Scherer made
of an 89-year-old woman during
and open to the
the last year of her life.
These powerful and compassionate portraits chronicle the subtle transitions occurring in the final
Kumho • Michelin
months. of life.
Bridgestone • Firestone
Each portrait began with quiet
observation
sessions, endless
General • Goodyear
sketches by the artist, and then
the painstaking task of converting
the image into a fiber and thread
likeness that is touching in its
401 N. 4th St.
reality.
Also in the exhibit are two
works-in-progress for Scherer' s

DOES YOUR CAR NEED TIRES?

753-4751

1

choir at MHS.
"These kinds of festivals offer
the opportunity for students to
come together in a non-competitive, cooperative venue to do something uniquely human, make
music," commented Almquist. "At
this particular point in our cultural history, we need to focus,
more than ever, on the beauty
available to the human spirit
through the arts. It is through
experiences such as this that can
turn a searching angry soul into
a contributing human being."

1413 Olive Blvd.• Murray
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TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
1),,,,I \
$6.75 Column Inch, 60cir Discount 2nd Run,409 Discount 3rd Run.

Ad Deadlines

(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)

7534916

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m., Mon.-Fri.

Line Ads $7.00 minimum 1st day be per word per day for each additional consecutive day
$2.50 extra for Shopper 1Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide)$250 extra for blind box ads.

010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Position Wanted
090 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Electronics
120 Computers
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances

010

160
165
180
190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330

CZ Just Say "Charge It"

Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent

Legals

No5Co

Notice

PRIMESTAR /DIRECT TV
BETHEL Gardens
CUSTOMER.
Fall Clearance
Has the forced changeover
Day Lillies....$1.00
made you sick?
Hostas ....$4.00
I have the cure.
Peonies ....
Calf me this morning
Friday & Saturday only
94 East 2 miles, follow TAKE THE DISH
NETWORK FREE.
signs.
CHARITY Cars- Donate Beasley Antenna &
you vehicle. As seen on Satellite.
People 270-759-0901 or
and
Oprah
Magazine! Tax Deductible. 877-455-0901.
CANDLE-free - row. -111Te provide-ROMANTIC
WEDDINGSdonated vehicles to strug- LIGHT
gling families. 800-442- Ordained- 'licensed minis4451. www.charitycars.org. ters, elegant decorated full
GET MARRIED- Smoky service chapel, spring speMountains, areas most cial, secluded honeymoon
beautiful chapels, ordained cabins. Sat three nights,
complete fourth free, Gatlinburg,
ministers,
honey- Tennessee 800-933-7464,
arrangements,
moon/ family cabins, 800-WED-RING.
views.
breathtaking
Wedding arrangements
800-893-7274. Vacation
lodging,
800-634-5814.
Aluminum Cans
IF you are interested in
pound
"HOW TO GET STARTED
IN BUSINESS". Oasis-4- (Tues., Wed. & Thurs.)
Life is offering a three-hour
9 a.m.-4 p.m.
seminar for the low cost of
Woods Rd., Murray
$15.00. Please send your
name, address, and phone
number to Oasis-4-Life
4117 Hwy. 121 S. Murray,
Ky 42071.(270) 753-5170.
We will contract you with
information.
PANAMA CITY BEACH,
Sandpiper- Beacon Beach
Resort from $69 (some
restrictions apply.). Pools,
river ride, hot tub, suites
tiki bar. 800-488-8828.
www sandpiperbeacon.
corn

Murray Recycling
Accepting

35c

County Line
Pumpkin
, Patch

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

Hwy. 121 N.
Pumpkins,
Mums, Gourds
and etc.
9 a.m.-6 p.m.
(Mon.-Sat.)
1-6 p.m.(Sun.)

NOTICE
Dear Editor,
Several months ago the director of the animal shelter, Darla Jackson, and 1 began a
small project to raise money for some much
needed new equipment needed at the shelter.
Specifically we need new cages for the
felines. The old wire cages presently still
there, allow the transmission of illness and
disease to spread between the animals. The
new stainless steel cages, as used in veterinary clinics prevent this from occurring.
So far three cages have been purchased at a
cost of over $1,000 and nine more are needed.
Anyone interested in a donation should contact Darla Jackson at 759-4141 or send a tax
deductible donation to the Animal Shelter of
Calloway County - please specify for cat
cages!
Thank you to all the people who graciously
donated their monies and as always the animals thank you too'
Sincerely,
Diana Arnett
2202 Kelso Road
Murray, KY 42071
435-4540

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max.
1 insertion

PsycHic READINGS
AVV15ES IN ALL
PROBLEMS OF LIFE

r

National Rates
CALL FOR INFORMATION

340
360
370
380
390
400
410
425
430
435
440
445
450
455
460

TELLS PAST "F
PRESENT AND FUTURE

Fri. 11
Fri. 11
Mon. 1
Tues. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 1

Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale

060
Notice

Notice

Second reading of the proposed ordinance
amending the Calloway County budget for
Fiscal Year 2000-2001, to include unanticipated receipts from Circuit and District '
Court fees and Prisoner fees in the amount of
$6,000 and increasing expenditures in the
area of General Government and housing
juveniles will be held on October 17, 2000 at
7:00 p.m. at the Cal. Co. Judicial Bldg. A
copy of the proposed ordinance with full text
is available for public inspection at the Office
of the County Judge/Executive during normal business hours.

YARD SALES

020

020

PUBLIC NOTICE

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

VISA

ADJUSTMENTS

1 x2 ad
$7.50

Deadline Day & Time

Publish

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560

Motorcycles & ATVs
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column

• Card of Thanks
• In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Aut 16-24 Job Corps
offers free job training &
placement. GED classes &
college programs plus free
housing! Over 100 careers.
Call 800-585-4052.

ATTENTION Moms and
Wives. Your husband/ son
can be earning $32,000
per year with just 2 weeks
truck driver training. No
money down. Toll free.
877-970-4043.

71f,14. /4144t

DATA Technologies is now
hiring cable Technicians.
No experience necessary.
Call 762-0026 or Fax
resume to: 762-0208. Drug
Screehing required.

DRIVERAttention
Company Drivers! Earn up
to 38cpm! Paid for routed
miles, not HHG miles.
Guaranteed home policy.
Paschall Truck Lines. 800848-0405.

Jackson Purchase
Medical Center

A Reputable Reader in Murray for 10 Years. .

New Location: 3040 St. Rt. 94 E.
2 miles from Downtown Murray, on 94 East

FULL-TIME LPN POSITION

767-0508

Jackson Purchase Medical Center has
an immediate opening available for a
full-time licensed practical nurse on the
afternoon shift. Current LPN license

WestView
!:

N

Alaska Fresh Seafood
41N, Do-Fish Company
Our product comes directly from Alaskan icy waters to you!”
Call Us Or See Our Truck Across
From Super America At Five Points!
COMPETITIVE MARKET PRICES!
Duayne and Dawn Olsen
Alaskan
844 Neale Trait
Alaskan
Murray. KY 42071

Halibut

Salmon

(270)759-3186

Aluminum Cans

35c pound
(Tues.. Wed & Thurs.)
9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Woods Rd., Murray

Financial

> Have a CD;

5 Maturing? >
5 Want to Earn 8? 5
5 Minimum S22.000 5
5 5 Years 55
<270-759-1610
WANT ADS
WORK

N 6

O 0 tv, I

Equal Opportunity Employer

NURSING ASSISTANTS:
Training for certification provided.
Full or part-time. (7-3, 3-11 shifts)
Excellent Benefit Package includes
Health/Dental/Life insurance,
Vacation/Holiday/Sick Pay, Retirement
plan. Attendance bonus, Child Care, and
Tuition reimbursement.

040

Murray Recycling
Accepting

Roommate
Wanted
5 MILES Out of Puryear
Furnished with computer
access. Hot tub access
also. $250/ month single,
split utilities. Clean and
respectful. Serious callers
901-247-5131
please.
between 128 3p.m. or after
lam.
NICE home, W/D, C/H/A.
$250/mo. + electric. Must
like animals. Call 7599174, leave message.

CONTACT: Cathleen Haley, RN; Clinical
Coordinator @ 762-1591
270-767-3550
1401 SOUTH 16TH STREET • MURRAY- KENTUCKY 42071

WestMew
t4

N

0 INA L

Equal Opportunity Employer
060
Help Wanted
850.0005 Plus Jim Palmer
Trucking wants your experience and we pay for it!
hometime. vacation.
32c/ rmle+ assigned tractors. 401K Call today Jim
Palmer Trucking. Salma.
Kansas 800-755-9458 You
may quality to be #1

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Excel has immediate full-time
positions at Mattel starting at
S7.25 per hour. All shifts available.
Full benefits, medical, vacation
and holiday pay. Apply in person
between 8 am - 4 pm, M F.
at 209 N. 12th St. in
University Square or call
759-8383 for more information.

Emerine
Construction Co.
1970 St. Rt. 121 N., Murray

Now Taking Applications For:
•Truck Driver

•Heavy Equipment Operators
•Asphalt Paving Workers
•Laborers
Experience Preferred, But Not Necessary

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m
p.m.

RN SUPERVISOR
Full-Time 3- I I, Part-Time 7-3

LICENSED PRACTICAL
NURSE

required. Salary commensurate with
experience. Excellent benefit and shift

differential package. Submit applications at the Employment Services Office
in Mayfield, Murray, or Paducah.
EOE M/F7DN
EXCEL Group, Inc. in Murra!„ Kentuck)
has an opening tor a
Maintenance Technician
The applicant must have'knowledge of mechanical
systems, which include basic mechanics, drive con]
ponents, pumps, cylinders and piping componen.
Must be experienced in understanding and tri ,
hleshooting pneumatic and hydraulic systems. Mu,:
possess a working knowledge and troubleshooting
skills in electricity, including circuit analysis.
AC/DC drives and controls. PLC's and electrical
safety. May be required to direct the work of lower
grade mechanics, coordinate their work arrinstruct
new employees or helpers. Must be able to work
necessary overtime on short notice and other tasks
that may be assigned.
•Indoor work
•Shift work is required with overtime
*Wage range from $16.82 to $18.29, depending on
experience
-Only qualified individuals need to apply
Please send resunte to:

Group, Inc.
209 N. 12th St.
Murra,, KY 42071
or fax to 759-8385

Licensed with the Kentucky Board of
Nursing. Competitive salary with shift
differential.
•
Benefits include: Health/Dental/Life Ins:
Vacation/Holiday/Sick pay: Retirement
Plan; Attendance Bonus; Childcare; Tuition
Reimbursement;

Full-time, current KY license, knowledge of long term care regulations a
must, experience in long term
care/hospital care, excellent people
skills/compassion for the elderly.

CONTACT: Cathleen Haley, RN; Clinical
Coordinator @ 762-1591

Salary commensurate with
experience.

270-767-3550
1401 SOUTH 16TH STREET • MURRAY - KENTUCKY 42071

COST ACCOUNTING
MANAGER
Mattel, Inc. the world's leading play company.
has an opening at its Murray, Ky. manufacturing/distribution facility for a Cost Accounting
Manager. This position will be responsible for
preparing financial forecasts and annual profit
plans as well as managing the standard cost
system including developing cost standards.
calculating product costs, and analyzing plantwide performance against established cost standards. Successful candidate will have a degree
in Accounting or Finance. CPA and/or MBA
with cost accounting experience. Minimum of
3 years management experience is required in a
manufacturing environment. Seeking an energetic individual with good interpersonal skills
Mattel. Inc. offers a comprehensive salary and
benefits package. Please send your resume
indicating current salary to:

MATTEL,INC.
HUMAN RESOURCES
MANAGER
307 POOR FARM ROAD E.
MURRAY, KY 42071
fax - 270-767-1304
Mattel. Inc is an Equal Employment
Opportunity Employer
M/FN/D

MDS Coordinator Position

Applications accepted at

Mills Manor
500 Beck Lane
Mayfield, KY 42066
Monday thru Friday
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Drug Free Work Place EOE/M/F/HN

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Full & part-time positions for
Circulation Department.
Must be able to work early hours.
Excellent benefits for full time
employees include health and
dental, paid holidays.
paid vacations and sick days.
Apply in person after 10 a.m.
Ask for Randy Baker.

Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY

1 YEAR Experience Pays.
35c per mile! Excellent
hometime! Great benefits!
Heartland Express 800441-4953. WWW.heartlandexpress.com
3,000 Class A OTR Drivers
needed
immediately!
50,000+/ year. Assigned
equipment. 98% no touch
freight. Great benefits.
Minimum 6 months experience. 877-481-6124.
A $35,000 Per year
Career! C.R. England
needs driver trainees! 15
day CDL training! Housing/
meals included! No up
front $$$! Tractor Trailer
training 888-781-8556.
ACCOUNTANT- A Multimedia corporation is seeking a motivated individual
to join our corporate
team
accounting
in
Shelbyville. Qualifications
for this senior accountant
position
include
a
Bachelor's degree with a
concentration in accounting and two years experience. Proficiency in Excel
is essential. Duties include,
but are not limited to, coordinating and analyzing
troufinancial
data,
bleshooting monthly financial statements and assisting accounting managers
with internal audit testing
and
special projects.
Please send resumes to
Community
Landmark
Attention
Newspapers,
Carrie Beth Crouch, P.O.
Box 549, Shelbyville,
Kentucky, 40066. EOE.
AUTO Cad Mechanical
solids.
Designer. 3D
Flexible hours & benefits.
Speak with Mark.
270-362-4763.
AVON PRODUCTS- Start
your own business. Work
flexible hours. Enjoy unlimited earnings. Call toll free
888-942-4053.
CD1..4‘ Drivers- Sleep
nites, home weekends. All
regional, $1000. sign on -.
bonus, start up to .34cpm
empty/ loaded. Great pay,
benefits, equipment, medical, dental, 401K, 2500 to
3000 miles weekly. Mon.
23 years+ 1 year OTR
required. Call 800-8288338 24 hours Fast •
approval.
CHRISTMAS Around the
World now hiring & booking
parties. Call 753-6050
DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
Werner needs entry level
truck drivers. No experience necessary. Earn
$600 4800 per week plus
benefits and get home
weekly and during the
week in many areas. No
CDC' 15 day CDL training
program available. Call
today 1-800-242-7364.

X-RAY
TECHNICIAN
needed for busy
office. KY License
required.
Competitive
wages and benefit
package offered.
Please send resume
to:
'+•
300 South 8th St.,
Ste 4S0W. Murray.
KY 42071

Primarvi
MEDICAt CENTER
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060

400
Kelp Wanted

Articles
For Sale

AGRICULTURAL
Education Lecturer:
Department of Adolescent,
Career
Special
and
Education Murray State
University Starting date:
January
2000
Qualifications: Master's
degree required, Rank 1
6tatus preferred Must be
certified in Kentucky as a
,- •!condary
Level
Education
A rcuiture
'eacher and have worked
o ci!,irs or more in the pubschook under KERA
xr ,er.ence
supervising
-,!..ient teachers andor
Hens under the KT1P system required Duties and
Responsibilities:Teach
iergialuates courses
I. If campus. superid experiences on
Jr! campus. including
,;,;,e -vision of students
'cachers and interns
-r.-77---rre-sercnce teacher
-.con students, +/York
s,Jpport the efforts of
ners• in the public
scn-o!s. and support vocafir r.d i students organizar.4 ,- activities across the
r.. p_r Act as a liaison to
coordinate
the
iior-preparation efforts
tre school of Agriculture
•
Dept
the
of
1,
e,cen.t Career and
i•i-a, Education in the
,,oge of Education.
Application
Deadline:
15,2000
To
Apply Send letter of appli.
vita, official tran, of all college/univerok. and three current
•,,q ices
to
Chair,
,'.. ,•:;1.,Itural
Education
11,:r. Committee, Murray
University,
.irtment of Adolescent,
,r
Special
and
349 Wells Hall
,,ty Ky 42071-3318.
; L„ition material may
.iiumitted electronically
•

UHIVER- New pay plan'
31c- 35c a mile Earn 42K55K a year and enjoy
assigned equipment 99%
no touch, 50°0-60° drop/
hook, great benefits and
home time' 800-879-2486
Buske Lines. EOE
DRIVERSIndustry
Leading Pay, top out at 43C
a mile. CDL training &
tuition
reimbursement
available for inexperienced
drivers 0/0's welcome.
USA Truck- 800-237-4642.
DRIVERSOwner
Operators
Local
and
Drivers- Dedicated automotive freight home weekends, air-ride trailers no
escrow, 2500+ miles per
week, base plate program.
fleet insurance program,
fuel
surcharge,
L&N
Transportation,
Inc
Louisville, KY 800-6324332
DRIVERS/ OTR- Star
Transport, Inc has an
exciting new pay package
Experienced drivers can
start up to 34c per mile, full
company benefits, excellent home time, great
miles Must have Class A
CDL & be able to pass
DOT physical and drug
screen Training available!
800-974-2462/ 800-54860821 888-877-9348
DRIVERS 14 day CDL
Class-A, 7 day CDL ClassB training No experience
necessary, $38K 1st year!
100% financing, zero
down, tuition reimbursement, full benefits Life
time lob placement Call
8 8 8 - 64 5 - 850 5
Experienced drivers holding Class- A CDL call 800958-2353

DRIVERS Wanted teams/
drivers 28-34 cents, must
have 2 years experience,
health insurance available,
family type atmosphere,
also wanted pt driver,
Call
r(._)w n @ eoe,rnuf- retirees welcome
(AU Women and Tony at 502-515-1496
are encouraged FENCE installers needed
ipp
Equal education
West Kentucky Fence
I employment opportu- Experienced preferred but
, M F. D.AA employer.
will train 489-2233
FULL
Time Maintenance
ARE YOU CONNECTED?
man. Experienced only!
-,ert,et Users Wanted!
Painting, plumbing, electri5'
S7500,' month
cal. carpentry, tile, flooring.
.iww.earn-it-online.com
• I N HON. Drivers- NO Starting pay $7.50/hr.
nce
necessary' Serious inquiries only! P.O.
•.!'
„iri-,portation needs Box 1040-S, Murray. KY
42071
.; 5650 guaranteed
,'.t•I'MrY Potential to earn
Openings.
per week or more IMMEDIATE
•-•,! get home week- Light industrial, assembly
For CDL training call line positions. Night shifts
full time plus overtime.
7364
Starting pay $7.25 per
Convenant
,ri znast to coast hour. Apply in person at:
PEOPLE LEASE
start up to
1406 N. 12th St.,
51000 Sign • on
Murray or call
exp Co drivers
270-753-0017 or
.;u•lenced drivers
800-444-7204.
: 434
Owner
•rs 877-848-6615 .NSTALLERS Needed for
students 800- satellite installation, up to
$25 an hour Must have
:2;3
own truck and 1jpols. be
Drive with pro.?
ambitious and profession39: for solos
•••• irrs Ali condo al If you meet these qualification. call Dennis at 800EOE
a 800-955- 511-0689

•!. comes to
got all the
../ri!stles Paid
pa, $1 000
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cr'Ttle SRI
Ri(-.-PAYDAY
•
uet
a great lob'
,
paid while
.iney out of
: arn up to
rjet week
• -398 9908
mainly
C,,ithr:faStrK City
oadirg,
,
iies 2
• +azMat
NE
'1.e road
•
th s des
,iintionais 3
Start
here344 6648
brearr s do
Tr,-ictor pungram
Late
Peterbilt
•1
2yr warranx; enence OTR
t fl• Dale 800-553439 FOE
Horne every
ads of money
rn Kentucky.
or
Alabama
lining students
exceiient benen.,0^tionai trucks
• • !iome Satellite
•
on bonus
800 441-4271

INSURANCE
Sales
Representatives- Tired of
prospecting? Discouraged
by call backs? Want to be a
part of a system that eliminates both? Dynamic
young company offers:
Health benefits, training,
high commissions, no cold
calling Call Bob Taylor,
888-340-3242
Monday
through Friday for personal
local interview
LOCAL Company
accepting resumes' for
various positions
•Data processing
*Electronic & office supply
*Sales
*Office machine repair
Interested persons send
resume to PO Box 938,
Benton. Ky 42025•
MANAGER OpportunitiesHickory Farms has seasonal manager openings in
a mall near you Easy training programs. competitive
salary. bonuses. 40°c
employee discount Call
800-228-8229 EOE
NEED
OTR
Regional
Flatbeders
Tennessee.
Northern Alabama Georgia
and Kentucky Area Find
out why we pay the best in
the
South
Tandem
Transport 800-551-9057

NEW Starting Pay Scale
$1.000 sign on bonus,
earning potential up to
S50.000 per year. full benefits. new model conventional tractors. quality
home time, regional & OTR
•
drivers needed Call Arctic
Express 800-927-0437.
wvvw actocexpress corn
PO Box 129 Hillard, OH
-tome every'43026
....,r.or
start up to 34
opr mile sign on RECEPTIONIST Needed'
Have
Good
'arp pay rider pre Must
Computer
A
conven- Personality
preferred
Fax
• ,/ :u rtrodo home. skills
..i!, i,tr• dispatched Call resumes/ Questions to 270-arty 800-441-4271, 759-9999 or email iuddfantlapex net

NOW
Hiring
For
Motorcycle & 4- Wheeler
Sport & Recreation Dealer
Parts/ Sales Department
Associate & A Service
Department Technician
Minimum of 30hrs per 6
day week Salary depended on expenence 8. work
history
Suzuki of Paris
312 East Wood St,
Pans, TN
PART-TIME Driver to pull
mobile homes Must have
CDL, experience preferred
Could lead to full time
753-7975
PROGRAM Evaluation
Specialist: Department
Early
Childhood
and
Elementary
Education,
Murray State University.
Regular full time position.
Position to begin October
23, 2000. Qualifications:
Bachelor's
degree
required, Master's degree
preferred,
in
Interdisciplinary
Early
Childhood Education. Early
Childhood
Special
Education, or a related
field Requirements include
good interpersonal, written
and verbal skills, organizational skills, experience
with interagency work and
knowledge of First Steps
Systems. Duties and
Responsibilities:
Conducting site visits with
First Steps providers,
developing
program
improvement plans, conducting follow up visits as
investigating
needed,
regional grievances, participating in state monitoring
meetings and regional
District Early Intervention
Council
meetings
Extensive travel in region
required
Application
Deadline: October 13,
2000 To Apply: Send
cover letter, resume, official transcript(s) and three
letters of reference to: Dr.
Jo Robertson, Department
of Early Childhood and
Elementary
Education,
First Steps TAT Program,
Special Education Building
Rm. 226, Murray State
University. Murray. KY
42071
ROUTE DRIVER
Minimum
qualifications.
stable work history, Class
B, CDL. clear MVR
Benefits include: medical,
dental, vision, competitive
pay. vacation, 401K, stock
purchase
plan
Applications accepted at
Waste Management,
3426 St. Rt, 45 South,
Mayfield, Ky 42066
SECRETARY, NonSmoker,
accounting background.
Accounts receivable &
payable. Quick Books
Knowledge, computer &
phone skills
Monday through Friday.
8-4. 437-3940.

LP REFILLS
Lowest prices in town!
RV campers, etc
New 100lb LP gas tanks
$99 00 each
B&B Brokers
701 S 121h St
753-4389
RING- Pear cut diamond
Price $7000
solitaire
Reduced to $3000 901642-9704
SAWMILL $3795 New
super Lumbermate 2000.
Large capacities, more
option. Manufacturer of
sawmills, edger's and skidders. Norwood Sawmills,
252 Sonwill Drive, Buffalo,
NY 14225. 800-578-1363.
STORAGE Buildings built
on sight Any size, priced
hundreds under any other
competitor's price Call
437-4877 for details
STRAW for sale $2 bale
Call 489-2436 if no answer,
leave message
STRAW for sale 1.75 bale.
759-4718 753-4582.
WARM Morning Natural
gas heater. Free standing,
2 years old Model No.
VR65. 753-4358.
WINDOW & Siding Sale
$69. per month. All credit
accepted No money down!
Lifetime warranty! Call toll
free today for free esti888-670-3035.
mates!
Weatherseal U S.A.
WOLFF TANNING BEDSTan at home. Buy direct
and save! Commercial/
home units from $199. Low
monthly payments. Free
color catalog. Call today
800-842-1310_
Apartments,
HOMES,
Commercial, Farms Quick
Closings
Baker/
Investments 1 -800-531 2246
GO-CART 11hp engine,
big tires, electric start
Running lights, like new.
$800 Wood splitter, 18hp
Kohler engine Electric
start, easily bust 2ft pieces
Excellent condition $600
Call 753-9503
LARGE Warm Morning gas
stove Will heat several
rooms Call 759-4783
LOWEST Prices Ever on
select Arch Steel Buildings,
including 20x24, 30x42x
40x64, 50x110. Factory
direct! Ultimate garage/
workshops. Must sell. 800341-7007. www.steelmasterusa.com

Yard sales
COACH Estates/ Fox
Meadows Mobile Hume
Park
An Exceptional
Community" Spaces avail$95 00/mo
able
at
Including Water, sewer,
garbage pick up Cits fire
and police protection, city
transit service Located in
the heart of Murray's finest
residential area, with all
city utilities, including cable
vision_ No rental homes in
park Owner- Occupied
only. South 16th St at
Canterbury and Westview
753-3855.
LOT For Rent 753-9866

4br,, Townhouse
Coleman RE 759-4118

Southside Manor Apts
1 & 2 br apts
Section 8 housing
753-8221
El-40
University Heights Apts
1 & 2br rental assisted
apts. These apts are for
families, disabled, handicapped, senior citizens,
wheel chair accessible
759-2282_ Mon, Wed &
Thurs. 9-5. 1734 Campbell
Street. Hearing impaired
only:
1-800-648-6056.
PRIVATE Lot near Murray Equal
Housing
$150/ month. Olive Branch Opportunity.
Realty. 767-9900 '

For Rent

Office Space
Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th

753-9621

LARGE BEDROOM in
pleasant home
Share
large living room, kitchen,
& bath, w/d, cable tv. Walk
to Hospital or down town
industry. $170 plus deposit
of $125. Utilities included_
753-9211.

ESTATE/
YARD SALE
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
Oct. 5, 6, 7
7:30 a.m.-6 p.m.
109 North 9th
Street
Murray, KY
Furniture, dishes,
clothing. TV, couch,
chairs & lots of misc

GARAGE SALE
(6 Families)
Thurs. & Fri.
Oct. 5 & 6
121 N., Hwy. 299,
Poor Farm Rd. or
641 N. left at Fisher

Price light, 4 miles.
New Wonder Horse,
new exercise bike,
clothes, household
items, some
antiques

HUGE GARAGE SALE
Thursday - Friday - Saturday
94E to 280 - 4-1/2 miles Wright Rd.,
turn right, 2nd house on left.
Electric range, washer, gas dryer, table &
chairs, desk, chest, dresser, coffee table &
end tables, small appliances, silverware,
crockpot, deep fryer, gun rack, port-a-crib,
glassware, new tools & knives, toys, new
angel night light, 40 gal. hot water heater
& lots more.

30,000 sq. ft. available
Heated, Cooled and Sprinkled
Will Divide
ATTRACTIVE RATES

Located Bel-Air Center

2704344006
Houses For Rent
2. 3 & 4br Houses.
Lease & deposit required
753-4109

Apartments For Rent

3BR. 2 bath house
Fenced backyard All appli1 OR 2br apts near down ances, available immeditown Murray starting a ately. $475/mo. Lease/
$200/mo. 753-4109
Deposit. 625 Broad St. Call
1-2, 3br apts. furnished. Rick, 753-1268 or 759near MSU. 753-1252 or 5073.
753-0606.
ROOMY 1br, 1 bath house.
1BR apt available, all appli- C/ gas H/A W/D hook up.
ances furnished. Mur-Cal Stove & refrigerator furRealty. 753-4444
nished $325/ month. 1yr
1BR Furnished. Low utili- lease, 1mo deposit. No
ties. $100 dep. No pets. pets. 753-2905.
$225/ month. 753-3949.
SMALL 2br. brick house. 1
1BR Like new, all appli- mile from city limits. Hwy
ances Diuguid Dr Also 1
641 S. $350. 753-6156
br studios near campus SMALL 3br house. C/H/A,
Coleman RE 759-4118
new deck. All appliances
1BR, 11,2 miles from MSU plus w/d. 89 Panorama Dr.
W/D available No pets
$350/mo. Lease & deposit.
767-9037
753-1268/ 759-5073. Ask
2BR DUPLEX on Hillwood for Rick.
C/H/A, new carpet $375 SYCAMORE & Woodlawn
Coleman RE 759-4118
Brick 3br,, 1 bath $495/mo
2BR Duplex
Carport, + security deposit No
dogs 474-2520
C/H/A, no pets 767-9037

40" ELECTRIC Range
759-1723
BUILDING
Clearance
Sale... Guaranteed lowest
prices. Beat next price
increase. 20x24 $2800.
25x30
$3866.
30x40
$5362. 35x50 $7568.
40x60 $8648. Others
Pioneer
800-668-5422.
Since 1980.
COMDIAL
Executech
Office telephone system
analog. Includes 2, 32- button Executech II console 2BR Near MSU $325,
LOOKING For Houses & models and 10, 12- button water furnished Coleman
individual station models
Businesses To Clean Call
RE 759-4118
Total of 12 telephones
767-9026
2BR. All utilities paid
Call 502-223- Close to MSU.
MRS Kim's Daycare now $1,000
Deposit &
to 5pm
has openings for infant 8821. 8am
lease No pets. $390.
Eastern
through
School
age
759-4826.
5:30am- 5.30p.m. Some
2BR, Near MSU New caroccasional nights. Friday
pet, paint & wallpaper
nights until 10p.m.
C/H/A $325 Also 2br.
119 Main • 753-6266
COUCH & Love Seat 2yrs $300 Coleman RE
CREEKVIEW
STORAGE759-4118
Computers
old Used little pillow back
Burgundy, navy blue and 2BR. townhouse. Duiguid $20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
KELLERS
Dr. $325/mo. Coleman RE
green stripe
759-4081
COMPUTER PLACE,
759-4118.
437-4858
New Hardware Software, SECTIONAL
NORTHWOOD
storage
L-Shaped 2BR, DUPLEX 1409-A
Upgrades & Free
presently has units availcouch, good condition, HILLWOOD DR $350/M0
Estimates Mid West
able 753-2905 or 753clean, 767-9278.
7594-406
Internet On 121S
7536
SOFA, loveseat (2) swivel 3BR Apartment near MSU
436-5933.
rockers, coffee table 2 end Stove, refrigerator, furNeon Beach
9a m -7p m
tables w/glass tops Hall nished
C/H/A, lease
Mon-Sat
Mini-Stor
age
tree w/ mirror. 753-2376
required $375/ month
Visa, Mastercard
759-4696
All Size Units
MDM COMPUTERS
Available
AVAILABLE immediately
Musical
A+ Certified Technician
1&2 bedroom apts Also 1
On site service
TROMBONE
Excellent bedroom handicap acces759.3556
sible apt Apply at Mur-Cal
condition with case DaysApts 902 Northwood Dr
753-9212
ornmercial Prop.
Want to Buy
Phone 759-4984
For Sale
270
Equal Housing
Mobile Homes Fr Sale
OFFICE Building. 2800sq.
ALL Toys & Collectibles
Opportunity
t 310 S 4th St. 753-4703
Made before 1980
Immediately
AVAILABLE
1985 14x70 Fleetwood 2
270-759-3456
br , 1 bath, new carpet, at October rent & utilities
ANTIQUES. Collectibles. appliances, 2 new porches
paid 767-9690 Leave
Furniture and Primitives
outbuilding Must sell Call message Night- 534-9928
We Will Buy 1 Piece or
DOG Obedience
759-5911 or 759-0974
DUPLEX On Single Lot
Master Trainer
Entire Estates Call
1993 FLEETWOOD Take Near Murray Elementary &
436-2858
753-3633
appliances
University
2br,
over payments 759-1492.
CASH paid tor good, used
dishwasher
&
w/d
including
leave message
rifles. shotguns. & pistols
hook up $325/ month
1997
FLEETWOOD
Benson Sporting Goods.
753-8096 or 753-2633
16x60, 2br. 2 bath with
519 S 12th Murray
BLACK Bellie Sheep 1
View
10x12 storage building Set FORREST
male, 6 females DaysDELL Computers Built to
up in Fox Meadows Price Apartments 1213 N 16th
753-9212
Order Pentium III availaccepting
applicaReduced Call
St . now
able Resolved credit probtions for 2br townhouses,
759-1629 after 5p m
lems OK, $0 down, low
basic rent $305/ month
monthly payment- 0 A C MOBILE Home Near Lake
Hours, 10- 2. M-F
Office
floors,
New
roof,
well,
yard
Open 7 days Limited time
Equal
Call 753-1970
free interent access- most barn work shop & carport
Housing Opportunity
436-2568
areas
800-477-9016
NICE 2br duplex, close to
Code MA24 www omcso280
university W/D hookup
lutions com
• le Home For Rent
4483 State Rt.
stove refrigerator, air conUP To $300 cash paid br
94 E.
dition furnished $300 plus
certain Kentucky Boy NICE 2br, Mobile home
deposit Call 435-4114
Fri. & Sat.
Scout Order of the Arrow No pots 753-9866
RED OAKS APTS.
Neckerchiefs and patches
8 a.m.-?
Special
Also Scout Camp and Trail
Deposit
$100
items Send copies to Guy
Many items.
1BR From $280
Hatfield. Box 660, Irvine, 1/2 acre $100/mo 753Everything
must
2BR From $325
KY 40336. fax 606-723- 6012
go. No reasonable
Today!
Call
5509, e-mail- CVTO aweoffer refused.
LOT for rent 492-8488
753-8888.
line net Call 800-678-5161

EASTSIDE

EQ9'

STORAGE

753-3853

YARD
SALE
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.

Fr orr
Take
Left,
Bic

Trz

(Four Families)
Fri., Oct. 6th 7 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Dexter, Ky. on Old 641 now Radio
Rd. Watch for signs.
New Wagner paint sprayer, tools,
smokeless grill, floral arrangements,
lots of jewelry, large size women's
clothes, lots of misc., too much to
mention.

QI
WC
MI
Fart
DE

1
Sa

215 Countryside Dr. - 121 S. to
Fairview Acres Subd., 5th on left.
Friday & Saturday 8 a.m. - 2 p.m.
4-wheeler, couch & coffee table (both
good condition), car stereo speakers,
10 h.p. generator engine, vinyl flooring
remnants, toddler's playhouse, surround sound speakers, misc. household items.

Ca I

Hwy. 121 N. in
Stella next to
pottery shop.
Clothes, shoes,
dolls, dishes, etc.

BIG
YARD
SALE
1608 N. 16th St.
Northwind M.H.P.
Thurs. & Fri.
8 a.m. - ?
Cancel If Rain

CARPORT
SALE
108 S. 13th
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-?
Boat motor & trailer,
portable welder on
trailer, many items
of clothing, many
misc. items.
NordicTrack
exercise machine.

YARD SALE
1/2 mile off 94E

on
280 on right.
Fri. & Sat.
Oct. 6th & 7th
7 a.m.-4 p.m.
Baby clothes, men,
women & children
clothes.
Also furniture,
lots of misc. items

MOVINGREMODELING SALE
Fri., Oct. 6
7 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
Sat., Oct. 7
7:00 a.m.-Noon
108 Haynes Cr. Dr.
(Oaks Estates - off 94W)
Everything including
kitchen sink, cooktop.
oven, microwave,
glassware, bedspreads
drapes, bedroom suite
cabinet, toys
washer & dryer

CLASSIFIED
GARAGE
SALE

Sa
SQL
NI I

YARD SALE

Call Mike Falconite

GROUND floor down town
office. Space fro rent
Expensive.
759-4218/753-3100

LOTS I
$11,001
water,
Also lar
270-43;

GARAGE SALE
94 East to Ragsdale Road
Thursday, Friday & Saturday
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. Each Day
Trunk, Avon plates, fishing. camping supplies, Elvis
Presley albums, tools, antiques, bedspreads, lamps,
computer printer, furniture, blankets, Sears humidifier, rollaway bed, yard items, books, baskets, clothing (all sizes), lots of knick knacks, Sony 8mm camcorder and bag, Halloween, Christmas decorations,
greenware, paints, Tupperware, winter coats. (extra
nice clean sale).
Watch for signs. Rain or Shine

HUGE GARAGE SALE

STORAGE SPACE

(2) 3/4
North, I

YARD SALE
101 Gilbert St.
Hazel, KY
Oct. 6 & 7
7 a.m.-5 p.m.

Baby boy clothes
NB-27 (all look
new), Home Interior.
roller skates,
Coleman stove,
pictures. lamps,
children & adult
clothes

GARAGE SALE
2309 Brookhaven Drive
Preston Heights Subdivision
(off of Johnny Robertson South)
Rain or Shine
Fri., Oct. 6 •6:30 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
Sat., Oct. 7•6:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
Household items, Christmas items,
stroller, infant car seat, baby items and
clothes, boy's & girl's clothes (Gap, Old
Navy, Hilfiger), Fisher Price jeep, Wild
Thing, toys, too much to mention!

MOVING SALE
94E to 464, 1 mile on right.

Friday & Saturday 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Everything must go. Clothes, two high
back beds, Home Interior, spinning
wheel, dishes, big screen t.v., Mirror
King canopy bed, ski ball machine &
air hockey table.

Fenton.
& wate
Ives, C
Doveta
Bookea
Sofa -E
Roll To
Large
lion tvL
Stain G
Ferris '
Lamp.
Horse,
I 2 Plat:

.amps,
Pati
Set. Qu

Car3

753-6965
YARD SALE

YARD SALE

3-Party
810 Guthrie Drive
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-?
Baby, household
items, brand name
women's & boy's
clothing and shoes,
comforter sets, pet
supplies, some kids'
toys.

(4 Family)
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. - ?
1714 Miller Ave.

YARD SALE

GARAGE
SALE
(Moving)

4 Party!

Girl's bike,
small kitchen
appliances, desk,
clothes, tools,
lots of misc.

405 S. 4th
Fri. 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Sat. 7 a.m.-1 p.m.
Household items,
children's & baby
toys & clothes, bicycles, 100's of books,
storage building
clean outs from A&F
Warehousing

Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. - ?
2 mi. S.641, to
Tom Taylor Trail,
1 mile on left.
Furniture. Avon
bottles, housewares.
clothes & much
more

GARAGE
SALE

CARPORT
SALE

(No Early Sales)

Saturday
8:00 a.m.
1408 Dudley
Bikes, lots of
books, twin beds
w/mattresses.
clothes, odds &
ends.

CL

SE

606 S. 9th

St.
Fri., Oct. 6
Sat., Oct. 7
Till Noon
Rain or Shine
Children's clothes to
2T, small
appliances, plants
Ig & small, small
stuff, a 10C box

SS/IEE,

VA Ft ID SALE
3 houses from Tooter's Antiques, Hazel
Fri. 8 Sat. •8 a.m.-?
Baby furniture name brand baby clothes girls new
bom-18mos . boys newborn 4T. Ladies HD leather
coats men's Seiko watch
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
430

460
For kb

HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
*For What It's Worth'

LE
Rd.,
able &
able &
rware
a-crib
s new
heater

3BR. home. 804 N 17th
LOCATED Just North o
1997, 3br, 2 bath. Ranch New carpet & interior paint
Murray this charming 3br, 2
w/large deck, 2 car garage Financing available w/ no
bath ranch Constructed in
down
Monthly
payment.
to
Priced
plan
floor
Open
94
Features spacious
payments of $361. P & I for
sell! 759-9874
master bedroom with sepa30yrs. at 7 25%, if you
309-837-1334
rate shower/ Jacuzzi tub,
qualify. Priced $52,900.
large open kitchen Priced
3BR., 1 Bath. LR, OR,
270-825-4622
2) 3,4 acre lots 7 miles Kitchen. Utility with shower.
at $105K, owner says sell!
270-825-0778.
North, Murray 753-1967
Immediate
possession
C/H/A, shady lot. $27.000.
available Call Kopperud
LOTS for sale Starting at Dexter
3BR , 2 bath home on 27
Realty 753-1222 For addi$11000 Price includes
437-4731
North Calloway
acres
tional information on MLS#
water, septic & driveway
condition
area Excellent
3001946
Also land home packages
753-1410
270-437-4838

PRICE REDUCED!

CLASSIFIED

CLASSIFIED

:

BUILD Your own home.
www cobhomes.cornComplete owner builder
services helps you. 100%
financing, including land.
Good income & credit
required. Save $ Money
888-839-6952.
OPEN House
Sat. & Sun. 1-5pm
825 Parkway Dr.
West Oaks, Benton
3br, 2 bath brick. Formal
dining, walk- in closets.
large garage. $117,500.
Call 270-527-3520.

ABSOLUTE AUCTIOW

s, Elvis
lamps
cloth
rtl cam-

rations,
(extra

NO MINIMUMS! NO RESERVATIONS!
Saturday, Oialbolboar 7t111 At 10:00 A. M.
Southeast Calloway Co. tt.e.aat New Concord"
NI EA\ Hit MA t.11 IRS IR Alf, KIE IV"V IL)IC ICI"
From Murray Take Hwy 121 SE 10 Miles To New Concord,
Take Hwy 444 East 4.8 Miles To Beat Farmer Road, Turn
Left, Proceed 1.3 Miles To Property ...Signs Posted!!

Blood River - Kentucky Lake "Hamlin Community"

ll 11 UP

Ark

or was

In 8 Tracts kir Combinations

:dio
ools,
ents,
en's
h to

to
eft.
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both
kers,
.ring
suriuse-

Tracts Of 4 111CreS To 26 ^Gros
AII Witti IPavoci Frootago
Many Beautiful Homesites
Ideal For Homes Or Cottages
QUIET - RELAXING - PEACEFUL
WOODS - HUNTING - RECREATIONAL
MINUTES FROM MURRAY..AT KY LAKE
Fantastic Secluded Get Away Settings!!
DEER - WILD TURKEY - SMALL GAME
; IntE AM_

ESS:111-4111WTE

PILO ill4G Ole AlrILS.IE lir NE OM MAIS.

1 5"/. IDovicri,VVErth A Rflintnrimarin Oessoslt ID/
S3,000.00 Per 'Tract, Balance In 30 Clays!!
.
The Auction Will Be Held At The Fire Station
On Hwy 444 At Now Concord, KY

FOR SALE BY OWNER
Quality built brick and vinyl home.
Preston Heights Subdivision
" 1876 sq. feet living area
3 bedroom, 2 bath, 2 car attached garage '
- neutral decor wit-h-many amenities. -$139,500.06
For appointment call 753-2633 (days)
759-1770 (after 5:30 p.m.)
rio realtors please

FANCY FARM, KY- 270-623-8466
-THE SELLING MACHINE"

I

ems
. and
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Wild
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irror
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24 Hr Service

Beecham Auction
Main St. - Henry, Tennessee

..

Service
Beecham Auction
Lie. #1831
Beecham
L.
Gary
•
#471
I,ic.
(;ar, S. Beecham
call 901 -243-4882 Days
For more information
901-642-3554 Nights

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Seruire

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
Tree & Stump
Paul Lamb
Remin.al

MAGIC CARPET
PRICES
Serving The Area For 27 Years

• 7)

AREAS LEADING CARPET BUSINESS
• Carpet • Vinyl • Hardwood • Laminate

Flooring

JOE SMITH CARPET
U.S. Hwy. 641 N.• Murray • 753-6660

on

Wiggins Furniture

Real Estate & Personal Property

2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

Paschall Real Estate - Terry Paschall - Broker 435-4011
Dan Miller - Darrell Beane - Terry Paschall
Auctioneers
new
ather

Licensed & Bonded in Ky & loon ti 28I Firm 2333
'My Service Ocean? Cost. It Pays"

Services •

for houses, barns
cut to the inch the same day.Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

"We Specialize in Cleaning •Vinyl Siding & Fencing •Mobile Homes
•Brick 'All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water •Farking Lots & Drivesk as.

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

Phone (270)759-4734

David Borders

PAINTERS
All

Your Ad
Couild Be
Here!!

•Replace rotten or water damaged floors.
*Install braces & floor joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors.
'Replace or repair water and drain lines
•Install moisture barriers

David Gallimore, Owner

Call Kathy or Debra at
753-1916 for more details!

Free Estimates
901-247-5422

SERVICES OFFERED
NEEDS HELP!!!)
(YOUR ASPHALT
gas. oil.
Protect !,our asphalt from
sun, oxidation. water penetration
and many other harmful factors
that rob your asphalt of itself'

Moving-

=

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 .Sat. 9-4
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.
For more information and your auction needs phone 4.35-41414

Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquel-n Watson

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

EXTERIOR
CLEANING

Need Furniture? Bedding? riamb_131-c ther

Advertise your business
here for $205.
Call Kathy or Debra
at 753-1916

LAWN II GARDEN

Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured
1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555

Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb*

Asphalt Does Not Improve
With Age And That Is Why
ASPHALT
'MAINTENANCE
IS A MUST!
GUARANTEE ON MA ERIAL
& WORKMANSHIP
WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY!!!

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL, INC.
1244 State Route 121 North

4-iiari?aii Slat-dam' e
BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD

FREE ESTIMATES
• DRIVEWAYS • BANKS
• PARKING LOTS • MOTELS-HOTELS
• AIRPORTS•SERVICE STATIONS
Call

U5270-759- 1953

Fr

Ariihalt Doctor

We Service AllBrands
Certified TVA Heat Pump Omtractor

SEAL COATING • ASPHALT REPAIR
Ronnie Geurin
Owner

License *M0218,

270-759-2288

With 21 Years Esperience In
.1,phalt Induvir,

CARPET II
FLOORING

FENCING
At

CERAMIC TILE •COMP TILE • VINYL • HARDWOOD •CARPET

WALLIS FARM
MUMS
„Iry iroeirify-Nesslir
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!
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HELLO TO GOOD BUYS

HOME
FURNISHINGS

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR A GREAT
VALUE?

to
au,

_
.WE SHOW YOU__
•100% loan, no money
LJJJIlLJ, I 14
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

Pius...all other home improvements.
PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
BY CERTIFIED STAFF

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

This nice 3 bedroom brick house, 2-1/2 bath, living room, den, large eat-in kitchen. ut!
ty room,central heat and air. storm doors & windows, 24's 30' garage and shop. Nice outside storage setting in 2 blocks of the Murray State campus. This property will absolutely
sell to the highest bidder.
rerms: 15% down day of auction. Balance in 30 days with passing of deed, We will be glad
10 show you this property anytime.
Any house built prior to 1978 could have lead base paint. Please make your inspection
before auction day. You will be asked to give up your 10 day post auction inspecti!!
Announcements made day of auction take precedence over all printed matter.
PERSONAL PROPERTY: Craftsman Lathe. small Craftsman tool box. 12" Craftsman
hand saw. Craftsman scroll saw. Craftsman table saw. Craftsman circle saw, Craftsman
!outer. Craftsman saber saw. Craftsman arc welder. Craftsman side grinder, Power Kraft
,kill press with vise, Power Kraft recipation saw, bench grinder, battery charger, large skill
,aw. cutting torch set complete with dolly. metal cut off saw, floor jack, shop vise, shop
vac. drill motors, belt sander, an large air compressor, shop press frame, hedge trimmer. 2wheel dolly. 5-small metal chest with drawers, small electric winch, large floor fan. I2-V
I) C rechangeable box. 2.0 h.p. electric chain saw, a 240 Home Lite chain saw, a like new
tilt trailer, boat trailer. 2-14' V bottom boats, 3-boat motor. electric start Troy Bilt
!iller. push lawn mower. chipper grinder, log chain, work benches, wheelbarrows, barrel
pump. kerosene heater, extension ladder, advertising antiques round wall clock, nice old
showcase. old kitthen pitcher pump. an old foot start gas motor, step ladder, metal office
desk. hand and yard tools, gas can, chest freezer, nice frost free refrigerator, automatic
ivasher and dryer. nice maple table with 8 chairs, china cabinet and dry sink with buffet
also corner cupboard. pots and pans, small kitchen appliances, some glass and odd dishes,
,00kie jar, cake stand. Cannon camcorder, two chip and dip Lazy Susan, electric food
slicer, old butte churn with lid and dasher. stone churn from Marshall Texas. 5-1/2 quart
saloker fryer. milk can, metal shelving, Hamilton classic floor clock, punch bowl set.
kerosene lamps. table lamps. figurines, candlestick holders. L.P. records, sewing machine.
hookcase. large bevel edge mirror, a nice regular size bed with chest, rocking chair, ladder
hack chairs, throw rugs, small office safe, metal file cabinet, card table, a color iv.. patio
furniture, entertainment center, vacuum cleaner, electric fan. Pyrex mixing bowls. 12
Libby cocktail stem glasses, blue chair, iron bed, ice chest, vacuum cleaner, blue and red
..andy dish, 2 large sleepy-eyed dolls, old reel to reel Mickey Mouse, metal and wood toys,
1985 Chevrolet fleet side small pickup. many items not listed.

•Steady income history

A
David's Home Improvement

For the best possible prices
since 1958....

At 1700 Calloway Ave., Murray, KY

YOU SHOW US.
•Average credit (not perfect)

HOME IMPROVEMENTS

Announcements made day of sale take precedence over printed material.
Not responsible for accidents.

Saturday, Oct. 7th, 2000• 10:00 a.m.

Global Mortgage Link

David's Cleaning
Metal Roofing
& sheds. Metal

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

Saturday, October 7•10:00 a.m.
This will be an all day auction full of antiques and collectibles.
This is a partial listing. Much more day of sale.

h)

CLASSIFIED

ROOFER

Tree Service
LICENSED & INSURED Free Estimates

Fenton, Westmoreland, Carnival, Jadeite, Vaseline, Milk Glass, miniat4re punch
& Water sets. Green Depression, Moon & Stars, McCoy. Blue Ridge, Currier &
eN, Oak Wash Stand, Oak Dresser. Old Wooden Dexter Wringer Washer,
Dovetail Immigrants Trunk, Bubble Glass Mah. Breakfront. Mah. Claw & Ball
Bookcase Secretary, Mah. Table & 6 Lyre Back Chairs, Mah. Game Table, Mah
Sofa Table, Mah. China Cabinet, Small Oak Ice Box, Flax Wheel, Childs Oak
Roll Top Desk. Oak Buffet, Mah. Full Mantel, Large Depression China Cabinet.
Large Mah. Table with 2 Drawers, Half Mantel. Wicker Fainting Couch, Cast
lion Mantel with Tile Inserts and Marble Shelf,Oak Dresser with Mirror,2 Large
Stain Glass Windows, Oak Store Cabinet. Porcelain Barber shop sign, Old To
Ferris Wheel Mint Condition, Old Metal Truck. Small Gone with the Wind
Lamp. Marble Top Buffet with Mirror, 12 Tin Pie Safe, MoBo Metal Riding
Horse. Wooden Dough Bowls. Wooden Buckets, Sofa Table, Primitive Cabinet,
12 Place Setting Ironstone Dishes, Over 100 year old 1 Horse Buggy, Antique
Rifles, Walnut Mirror with Glove Box, 10 Pcs. Dining Room Set, 2 Fine Table
Lamps, Westbroak Self Player Piano with Rolls, Rockers, Wing Back Chairs, 4
pc. Patio Set, Broyhill 4 pc.,Bedroom Set, Hall Tree, 3 pc. 30's Poster. Bedroom
Set. Quilts

NO down payment/
Benton. 3br. home w/ new
carpet, vinyl, new C/H/A.
Financing available w/
monthly
payments of
$322.00. P&I for 30 yrs. $3500. Call 759-1209.
7.25% if you qualify. Priced
$46.900.
825-4622
824-0319
825-0178. •

The home you want to be in during a storm
The home for tranquility with country atmosphere. but has city utilittes & yard sprinkler
and trees. Built to last many life times — but
priced to sell today. $135,000.
OPEN HOUSE
Sat., Oct. 7• 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
1710 Enix Lane - Southwest Villa
Builders: Jimmy & Luke Rickman
Work Phones_55979970 or.5597378 -

TREE
SERVICES

All

Je

ANTIQUE AUCTION

FOR SALE

TIT

1998 BANCHE. Extra
Clean,
Race
Almost
Ready Hardly Ridden
Many Extras $4,700 Call
753-2905.
96 BADGER One owner,
excellent condition $1500
Call 759-1209
99 KAWASAKI Lakota.
condition.
Excellent
Purchased in April 2000

OUTSTANDING Home in
Estates
Canterbury
possession
Immediate
4br, 21/2 baths 1520
Canterbury.
436-5922

FROM BASEMENT To CHIMNEY, HERE'S EVERYTHING YOU'LL NEED FOR YOUR HOME IMPROVEMENTS!

i ‘P
l R

Call For Brochure — %/sow wir.jannteisircaista.corra

Homes For Sate

HOME IMPROVEMENT

114W111/111E.S. Ft- GAMS,1
rcr----Lamb Brothers
7ViE AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
01

460

Homes For Sale

i

Varieties 'll

14 lik
41"
AW4 ilia-IW•,̀

3029 Butterworth
Rd., off 121 North
at Stella

.

270-489-2462

Heritage Vinyl Products
Picket • Privacy • Farm Fences • Teck Deck • Railings
Maintenance Free •lifetime Warranty • Free Estimates

Do the OWNERS where you
buy your new flooring
personally install for you?

SUMMER SALE!

WE DO!Over 34 Years

save on the following styles:

Experience!

Hawthorne Fence, Teck Deck, Boston Railing,
Cambridge Railing & Traditional Railing
We also carry Ornamental Aluminum

Visit Our Showroom Today
•

Call Martha at Hoffman's Inc.

270-759-4512

L.
*
*
Hoffman's

CAR

a R.

753-7728

coy

s

S46K

SOO ot
ltri 641 - 1v2
terra/ to Ye Toot Rd
•' 19N yanto

• 'a
rnahl

To Advertise Your Business In Our Home Improvement Guide
Call Kathy or Debra at 753-1916 To Get More Information.

2x2 - $205 — 2x4 - $410
4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers
1001 Whitnell Avenue • Murray, KY 42071 • Fax (270) 753-1927

VISA

ErlYC,1•=1M•1=WW
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

[Ifien0111141febides
1994
CHEVROLET
Suburban Silverado 2500
4x4. 6.5 turbo diesel. White
with black wheel flares, grill
guard. step bars, loaded,
leather interior, rear heat
and air conditioning. Great
pulling capabilities, excellent overall vehicle! Asking
$18,500 obo. Phone
Frankfort 502-227-2760.
Used Cars

1994 FORD Ranger XL,
5spd manual transmission
Bedliner. 70,000+ miles
Excellent condition good
gas mileage $5500
Days, 753-8887
Nights, 759-9974
21/2 Ton 1973 Dodge dump
truck. 2nd owner. 75,000
actual miles. Excellent condition. 767-9205.
85' SWB, Silverado. White,
$3200. obo. 89' LWB,
Chevy, 3/4, 4x4. Red,
$4200. obo.
753-0602.

1987 CHRYSLER Fifth
Avenue. Silver, $850. obo.
753-0602.
1992 FORD Taurus Wagon
Lx. Green, economy V-6,
157K mi.es Loaded with 1996
30ft. _Dutchman
all power options. Very Classic. Maybe seen -0 -good car Asking $2250. Birmingham
Point
obo. 753-8900 After 5 call Campground
753-4879
753-0071.
after 5PM
1992 Ford Taurus. Good
car. Cold air. $1500.00
75-2260
1993 Thunderbird 81 xxx 14fT. Jon boat, trailer
miles $3500 753-5031
1973 25hp Johnson motor,
1994 RED Dodge Intrepid. control trolling motor, depth
All power. good condition. finder. Call after 5pm 7531052
$4000 obo. 753-9661
1995
BUICK
Regal.
Loaded, excellent condition 74,xxx miles. $6500
270-382-2989.
93 Ford Taurus wagon
610
Owned by elderly lady.
Services Offered
489-2922
CADILLAC Sedan Deville.
A-1 Tree Service
1993, like new, 93,xxx
Stump Removal
miles. New tires, extra
492-8737,
clean. 753-0114.
437-3044
Free Estimates

270-759-0901.
Carpentry,
ALL
Electrical. Home building,
remodeling.
additions,
Rotten floors, sagging
roofs. Home & Mobile
siding.
vinyl
repair,
References. Call Larry
Nimmo.
753-9372, 753-0353.
Asphalt Seal Coating.
Travis Asphalt
Sealing
•Driveways
•Parking lots
•Stnping_ -

FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279
AFFORDABLE Hauling,
tree work, cleaning. out
sheds, gutters, etc.
436-2867.

AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Carports, Pole
1997 Mercury Villager GS. Barns, Metal Buildings,
Excellent condition. 80,000 Fencing. Hardwood Floors
miles $900000 489-2022. Installed
&
Finished.
Quality
Workmanship.
Affordable
Rates.
Licensed.
753-7860. 753-9308.

WANT ADS
WORK

ANTENNAS
Including
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,.
amplifiers, and accessories.
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales,
Service and Installation.
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
CONCRETE Finishing.
*Driveways
*Patios
*Sidewalks
*Free estimates.
435-4619.
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Garden Tilling- Drive
Ways Graded- Box Blade
Work- Bushhogging.
Free Estimates_
Gerald Carroll, Owner
Phone 270-492-6159_
Cell 853-4188.

mcesceersd

BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL. Septic system,
drive-ways, hauling, foundations, etc. 436-2113.
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Quality Work. Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Gerald
Experience.
Walters. 753-2592.

Cross Country Or Local.
Licensed & Insured. Call
Luke Lamb At
1-877-902-5262 or
270-753-2555.
ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional.
Residential, Commercial
or Industrial.
270-435-4645.
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates.
753-5484.

ing a switch.
. Licensed & Insured.
753-0834

FENCING

STUDENTStooking For
Odd Jobs!
Trimming, mulching, weed
& leaf blowing for fall. For
residential only. 753-0465.

HANDYMAN Jobs
Decks, replace shingles,
gutters, painting, plumbing,
electrical, vinyl, concrete,
brick & block work. No job
too small! 753-7416.
HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
wanted. No lob too small.
Give us a call. Yes we
clean gutters.
Phone: 436-5759
JERRY'S Drywall
Hanging, Finishing &
Repair. Call 436-5167
(No Job To Small)
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668.
Jobs
Wanted. Call
ODD
after 5p.m. 474-2309.

i

SILLS! Big Truck Tire &
Brake Shop. I Make

MOVING
Lamb Brothers

ELECTRICAL
New construction,
remodeling, or just replac-

Midway Fence Company
Chain link, custom wood
privacy fences, installation
and repairs at reasonable
prices. Insured.
Dickie Farley. 759-1519.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.
GRAVEL & top soilTor sa e.
We also build driveway &
roads
270-437-4838.

530
Services Offered

510
Services Offered

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, Oct. 6,
2000:
You have the ability to create greater staMowing, trimming, leaf & bility and happiness in your
life. Don't
clipping removal, dethatch- push family or close
friends away when
ing, aeration, overseeding you
are stressed out. Strong foundations
bed
fertilization,

&
mulching. Free Estimates.
759-9609

YARD-TECH
*FALL lawn power
seeding.
*Landscape maintenance
*Mums and mulching.
437-4723.

Your
Could
Be Here!

6 Month Warranty
Lowest Prices
Starting at $550.00

NEED A CAR?
Divorce? • Bad Credit? • Bankruptcies?
GET A CAR YOU WANT & CREDIT YOU DESERVE
BY CALLING THE AUTO LOAN PHONE

NATURAL Creek
Lawn Service
Mulching, landscape mowing, trimming, and general
cleanup. Call 753-9731.

3

6

are instrumental to your well-being.
Allow greater creativity to infuse your
life and how you structure it. If you are
single. you could meet someone who is
special and different. If you are attached,
your relationship grows in a dynamic and
exciting manner. AQUARIUS teases

you.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Just cruise in to work with a
clear objective. Remember, the weekend
is on top of you. Clear your desk, return
messages and set up plans for next week.
Reach out for someone at a distance,

even if you are unsure of his reaction.
Tonight: Play the night away.
TAURUS'(April 20-May 20)'"..............
**** Complete a project that
involves research. You need to clear your
desk. You might have difficulty concentrating and, as a result, might need to
work through the weekend. Think about

FREE!
Totally
Confidential
Call Ruthie

753-2222
24 Hrs. 1-800-953-2050

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Reach out for others. Your
imagination knows how to charm another into your way of thinking. Socialize
more with your co-workers. Call to
check up on a loved one or a dear friend.
Tonight: With your best friend.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Use your skills to clear the
office and get your work done. You
might want to schedule a meeting for late
in the afternoon, when a more social
aspect comes forth. You greet the weekend with unusual glee. Tonight: Let the
good times roll.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Examine your long-term goals

Pianist Hersh to give recital at MSU
Pianist Alan Hersh will present
a. guest artist recital at Murray
State University Oct. 5 at 8 p.m.
in the Perforniing Arts Hall, Doyle
Fine Arts Building.
The concert is free, and the
public is invited to attend.
Hersh is a professor of music
and keyboard chair at the University
of Kentucky. His program will be
devoted to the "Goldberg Variations," the Baroque keyboard masterpiece by J.S. Bach. Hersh has
performed the "Goldberg" throughout the United States to critical
and popular acclaim.
A graduate of the Manhattan
School of Music, he received his
doctorate with high honors from
Indiana University. .
Hersh has studied with Robert
Goldsand and Sidney Foster, and
has been awarded many honors
and prires, including the Manhattan School's Harold Bauer Award,
an
Edwards
Fellowship for
advanced study at Indiana Uniersity and an NEH Summer FelI

i‘k ship.
vas elected to Who's . Who

in American Music in 1987 and
to the International Who's Who
in Music in 1989.
Hersh has performed as a recitalt. as soloist with orchestras and
in chamber music ensembles
hroughout the United States.
He has scrY.ed as professor and

ALAN HERSH
chairman of the music department
at Augustana Coitlege in Illinois
and as director of the school of
music at the University of Kentucky.
His lecture recitals, master classes and public radio broadcasts
show him to be an articulate speaker and an authority on piano literature and technique.
Recent performances at Centre,
Berea and Campbellsville colleges,
and Morehead State. Eastern Kentucky and East. Tennessee State
universities, as well as the Uni-

versity of Kentucky, have received
rave reviews and have established
Hersh as a major additiiiir-tryt
musical life of the region.
The year 2000 commemorates
the 250th anniversary of the death
of Johann Sebastian Bach. one of
the most famous names in music
history. Bach was a relatively
obscure church organist and choir
director during his lifetime, but
since his death in 1750. his compositions have become among the
most popular and revered in the
world.
Many of his compositions, such
as "Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring"
and the "Brandenburg Concertos."
have become almost household
names.
His works are familiar through
transcription, and arrangement for
a variety of instruments and media,
including bluegrass and rock.
Bach originally wrote the "Goldberg- for a harpsichord student of
his. Johann Gottlieb Goldberg. The
story goes that his student was
employed by an insomniac Russian diplomat to play soothing music
to help pass the time.
Unfortunately. the diplomat
found the music - an Aria and 30
Variations - so compelling that he
could not fall asleep because he
wanted to hear what came next.
Whether true- or slightly exaggerated. Bach's "Goldberg Varia-

WRIVIS to debut'Latino USA'
\I
- avY ard- w inning "Latino
USA.- the only nationally distribwed English-language raditt proproduced from a Latin Amer-ican perspective. will debut Oct.
5 on WKMS 91.3 FM at 6 p.m.
"Latino USA" combines highquality new s. cultural and public
attairs journalism with a compelling
sound to bring a rich understanding to a w ide spectrum of listeners.
The program has gained a loyal
audience and won more than a
doten prestigious national awards

trom the communications industry
for journalistic and production
excellence.
Recent topics have included the
controversy of Latino stereotypes:
the growing impact of the Latino
presence; the impact of torture in
Guatemala; the U.S. Navy's presence on the Puerto Rican island
of Vieques; and profiles and commentaries on Latino artists.
Maria Hinojosa serves as host
of "Latino USA.- Hinojosa is an
urban affairs correspondent for
\N. host of "Visiones.- a pub-

lic affairs program •on WNBC-TV.
and a former NPR News reporter.
She is also the author of the 1999
hook "Raising Raul,- a frequent lecturer on college campuses. a devotee of the arts and a first-generation American Latina.
With the number of Latin Americans expected to reach 42 million by 2010. issues emerging from
the Latin American community and
Latino viewpoints will have -an
increasingly important impact .
Call 140)0-599-4737 for information and to get a listener guide.

Radio techniques to be demonstrated
"Hams- To Undergo Emergency
Exercise Saturday
The Murray State University
Amateur Radio Club will demonstrate emergency communication
techniques in Murray Oct. 7.
The Simulated Emergency Test
(SET) is a once-a-year training
session for hams throughout the
country coordinated by the American Radio Relay League.
According to Kentucky District
I Emergency Coordinator Bill Slayman, the exercise provides the
chance to train and test under simulated emergency conditions.
Tornadoes and earthquakes are
examples of when the amateur

radio service may .be called into
action locally.
The public is invited to the
event, which will he under way
by 9 a.m. at the Captain D's
Restaurant parking lot on 12th
Street in Murray.
•
The group will employ a trail-

er specially outfitted for the task,
including emergency power generators.
Associate membership in the
MSU Amateur Radio Club is available to anyone in the community.
The club's adviser is Bill Call. at
762-6897.

Look for our

Fall Car Care
Section
to be published October 12

***** Use your unusual style of
communication to win fnends and make

what you want. Use your ability to visualize to get through a problem. Tonight:
A must appearance.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Continue working through a
work project with a partner. You might
want a home office. Discuss this possibility with a roommate or family member. In any case, add to the atmosphere
where you work. A plant adds clean air
and proves to be relaxing. Tonight: Take
off ASAP

759-9444

MNO

vis-à-vis a loved one. You might need a
more concrete expression of your creativity. How you say what you are thinking has everything to do with how your
message is received. Don't allow too
many distractions to enter your work
hours, if possible. Tonight: Run errands.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Handle a domestic matter headon. Your style could make all the difference in how your message is received.
Evaluate what is happening with a child
or loved one. Acknowledge this person's
creativity and ability to resolve situations. Tonight: Start the weekend well.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

Service Calls. 759-5535 or
853-5595.
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES

MICHAEL'S
TRANSMISSIONS

DEF

HOROSCOPES

tions" have become one of the
most revered compositions in the
.y board repertoire, a challenge
for _Performers and a listening
pleasure for audiences.
Hersh's performance at Murray
State is sponsored by the MSU
department of music and is made
possible by contributions from the
Murray Music Teachers Association and the student music organ-'
izations Sigma Alpha Iota
Kentuck \ Music Teachers Ass(Iciation.

headway. Clear out calls and touch base
with 'mother. Evaluate your workload
and clear up as much as you can. Greet

the weekend with downtime.Check &it a
new "toy" to make your life easier.
Tonight: Happy at home.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Your efforts to handle your
finances • take' you in another direction.
Visualize what you want and make
inquiries to make it so. Schedule calls for
the latter part of the day, when you are
more relaxed, if possible. Socialize and
make plans for the next few days.
Tonight: Do something you have been
dreaming of.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Use the daylight hours, when
you go full-steam ahead. Not much will
stop you. Allow your charisma to come
through. A meeting might be important.' •
but all the work that's achieved will need
to be done over. Tonight: Treat yourself
well.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Listen to your instincts once
more. You might want to assume a low
profile. Examine your long-term interests regarding a career decision.
'Knowing what you want will help you
direct your activities during the next few
weeks. Get in touch with a loved one you
care a lot about. Tonight: Go for who and
what you want.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Touch base with loved ones and
friends. You might be more instrumental
than you realize in bringing others
together. Your ability to give others a
sense of importance becomes one of your
finer skills. Trust your instincts later in
the day. You might need some downtime.
Tonight: Vanish.

7 CELLTOUCH,inc. No Long Distance
6
Dixieland Shopping Center
$35
IBehind Hordees on Chestnut St.)
7
200 minutes
9
1
1
1

inprizsgewireiess
Authorized Agent

Sign up For Prepaid Cellular today

and receive 30 FREE MINUTES!!

FREE Nokia 918
& Car Charger
Waived Activation Fee!
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A SUBSCRIPTION
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Make Friday the 13th
your lucky day by subscribing to or renewing
your paper subscription
for one year only.
Come by our office at
1001
Whitnell
Ave.
between 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
on Friday, October 13,
2000 to receive your
extra month FREE!!!
Remember..this is a
ONE DAY ONLY offer!
You must renew or subscribe this day to receive
your FREE month,

12 Month
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Only

Plus...

13th Month Free!!!
(Applies for local
rates only)
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DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT: Please comment
on bipolar mood disorder. My husband's doctor refuses to listen to us
family members and simply hands out
one prescription after another in an
attempt to solve the problem.
DEAR READER: Bipolar mood disorder, formerly known as manicdepression, is an affliction marked by
rapid, extreme and unpredictable
swings between numbing depression
and unwarranted euphoria. While
emotions are involved, it is probably
caused by an imbalance of potent, naturally occurring chemicals in the
brain. Thus, the treatment of bipolar
'mood disorder usually requires medicine, such as lithium and antidepressants, to re-establish the proper balance of these brain chemicals.
Unfortunately, patients with this disorder may not readily admit that they
have a problem. While their mood
swings may seem perfectly normal to
them, the emotional instability often
causes concern,even consternation, in
Loved ones andfamily members.
Therefore, physicians usually try to
find the right combination of medicine
— sometimes with the patient as an
unwilling partner in the venture. A
fully treated patient will frequently be
grateful, because he or she finally
feels "better," albeit different, on
medication. The perception of
improvement is a new and welcome
sensation.
Nonetheless, I'm concerned that
your husband's doctor has failed to
involve you and the family in the
treatment plan. This is not helpful.
After all, who but you and family
members is more qualified to judge
the effectiveness of therapy? I encourage you to insist on a private discussion with the physician during which
you should feel free to express your
observations and opinions. Also, listen
to what the practitioner says. Perhaps
in this way you'll learn more about
your husband's disorder and be able
to contribute to his improvement. If
the doctor is unable or unwilling to
accept your input, ask for a referral to
a psychiatrist, who will be more sympathetic to your views. To give you
related information, I am sending you
a copy of my Health Report "Mental
and Emotional Illness." Other readers
who would like a copy should send $2
plus a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope to P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill
Station, New York, NY 10156. Be sure
to mention the title.

DEAR DR. GOTT: What do you
think of magnetic bracelets to reduce
high blood pressure, relieve muscular
aches and aid circulation? Do these
things really work? Are they endorsed
by doctors?
DEAR READER: Many alternative
health practitioners sermonize about
the benefits of magnetic bracelets and
various metals, which, when worn on
the body or placed in strategic locations in the environment, will ward off
disease. This is a prime example of
magical thinking: No reputable scientific studies have shown beneficial
properties of metal/magnetic
bracelets.
Periodically and predictably, people
make unsubstantiated claims about
the advantages of wearing common
minerals or magnetized devices. This
is, purely and simply, a placebo effect.
Take such claims with a grain of salt
— and, instead of buying the baubles,
purchase gold, which is, at the very
least, a hedge against inflation.
I should add that wearing minerals
is a far cry from ensuring adequate
intake in a balanced and nutritious
diet. Copper, zinc, iron, selenium,
magnesium and other trace elements
are necessary for normal metabolism.
Such minerals are readily available in
balanced diets or in vitamin/mineral
supplements. Forget about the
bracelets; if they worked, every physician would be wearing them.
Copyright 2000, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.

EMMENCY !! Tam HAS
TO 00 OUT TODAY)CATHY!!

DEAR HOPEFUL: Unless
your wife is willing to admit
that her gambling has become a
problem she's unable to control,
she will continue to gamble.
Most couples pool their
finances and decide together
how the money should be spent.
Her argument that it is her life
and she'll do anything she
wants, etc. is defensive, selfish
and irrational.
You can lead a horse (player)
to water, but you can't make
her drink. Unless she's willing
to get help for her gambling
addiction, your wife could literally spend you out of house and
home. Consult a lawyer about
separating your finances before
she goes through all the money.
Please don't wait.

DR.'. GOTT

***
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53 Baseball stat
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Russo
70 That woman
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4 Lima's locale
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Ten years ago
Ten visiting motor coach operators and tour Company owners from
the four state area were here for a
tour conducted by the Murray
Tourism Commission. They are
pictured at a German farmers'
breakfast on the grounds of National Scouting Museum.
Births reported include a girl to
Scott T. and Amy Miller, Sept. 14;
a girl to Rebecca and Anthony Allbritton, a girl to Lee Ann and Anthony Vaughn and a girl to Christy
and Louis Kemp, Sept. 28: a girl to
Denise and Scott Koehler. Sept. 29;
a girl to Teresa and Lonnie Killebrew, Sept. 30: a girl to Kimberly
and David Grisso, Oct. 1; a girl to
Glenda and Terry -Herron and a girl
to Carolyn and David Thorne, Oct.
2.
Twenty years ago
Published is a picture of Joe
Kelso, president: of Murry-Calloway Cininty'Ta-Yeees, and Alice
Rouse, chairman of Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club,
signing a contract for this year's
Kappa-Jaycee Haunted Forest and
Carnival to be Oct. 27, 28 and 29 at
the Jaycee Fairgrounds.
Births reported include a girl to
Larry E. and Joyce Thee, Sept. 27;
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Barry Harrison, Sept. 30.
Thirty years ago
The Black and Gold Marching
Band of Murray High School with
Suzanne Jones and Brenda Richardson as drum majors, won a superior rating at the Marching Band
Festival held at Murray State Uni
versity. Phillip Shelton is band di

rector.

Lt. Col. Roy C. Starks, an Air
Force Academy Liaison Officer
from Murray, has completed a brief
tour of active duty at the academy
near Colorado Springs, Colo.
Denise Kalberer was installed as
worthy advisor of Murray Assembly No. 19 Order of the Rainbow
for Girls.
Forty years ago
Army Specialist Four Jerry W.
Weayer is serving as a helicopter
mechanic with the U.S. Army in
Wertheim, Germany.
Belva Dill, Budl -Stalls, Jean
Weeks, Sam Rodgers, Nell Robbins, Mildred Stalls, Ora Lee Farris, Gussie Geurin, Velma Hendon,
Mary Louise Baker, Dorothy
Boone, Clover Qotham, Pearl
Shackelford, Mildred Bell and
Betty Jones are new officers of
-Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order
of the Eastern Star_
_
Murray State College Thoroughbreds beat Eastern in a football
game.
Fifty years ago
A brief cattle farm tour of the
farms of Clifton snd Prentice
Parker, Leon Cooper and Gus Robertson will be Oct. 6, according to
County Agent S.V. Foy.
Prof. Roman Prydatkevytch of
Murray State College, concert violinist and composer, will present
concerts at Kimball Hall, Chicago,
111., Oct. 29, and Detroit Art Institute. Detroit, Mich., Oct. 31.
James Herndon, Theda Morris,
Bobbie Burks and Sue Thompson
have been elected cheerleaders at
Almo High School.

47.)innIs

5

rod

damage it had done. W+ stopped at
a restaurant, and my husband surveyed the damage. The piece of
metal had embedded itself in our
septic tank, which was a relief to us,
as we had feared it had penetrated
the gas tank.
My husband worked furiously for
about 10 minutes, but couldn't free
the metal object, nor could he bend
it to stop scraping the roadway.
Just when we had given up, several
people left the restaurant and
noticed our dilemma. One young
man left the group and came to our
aid, but was unable to dislodge the
metal either. He said he lived only a
short distance away, and would go
home to get a hacksaw.
Within 30 minutes, he was back
as promised. He crawlefLunder the
vehicle and spent the better part of
15 minutes sawing away at the
metal. He finally was able to saw off
enough to stop the scraping.
Although I offered, he would not
accept a cent for his help. He said
he hoped if his parents were ever in
a similar predicament, someone
would -assistthem:
Even more remarkable about
this young man helping us is that
he is white and we are black and
this is still "the deep South."
MRS. V.W. BROWN,ATLANTA
DEAR MRS. BROWN: Contrary to what some may believe,
there are many young people in
the South — and elsewhere —
who have been raised to see
people first, not their race.
Thank you for sharing your
act of kindness. I consider it an
antidote to some of the things
we see on the evening news.
Perhaps it will stimulate others
to be Good Samaritans should
they happen upon someone in
need of help.

Bad Bidding Sometimes Pays Off

F-c)n BETTER co re VVCDF1
DO you LIKE. LNINer WITH
US,‘RANDRA?

LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY: The letter from
"Valerie Gibson of Cheyenne, Wyo."
PETER
regarding the kindness of strangers
me of a similar act of
reminded
GOTT, M.D.
kindness bestowed on my husband
and me earlier this year. We are
both in our late 60s. My husband considers himself an
excellent driver, but actually drives
TODAY IN HISTORY
CONTRACT BRIDGE
like someone watching a tennis
By The Associated Press
match. He constantly gazes at landmarks, left and right, instead of
Today is Thursday, Oct. 5, the
keeping his eyes on the road.
279th day of 2000. There are 87
We were traveling along 1-75
left in the year.
days
bid
then
and
points
21
only
with
dealer.
South
from Atlanta to Biloxi, Miss., in our
Creatinga
partner merely inwhen
Highlight in History:
again
Today's
vulnerable.
North-South
New Century
motor home when I noticed a piece
of Savings
vites a slam, you are guilty of
NORTH
g5gre
On Oct. 5, 1947. President Truof metal lying in the road. I thought
compounding one felony with an- man delivered the first televised
46Q J
Do you have old Savings Bonds?
my husband had seen it too. By the
other. Most of the time, such exQ J 53
Check out the Savings Bond Calculator
White House address.
time I yelled, it was too late. He ran
cessive zeal will prove costly.
•K 5 2
at wwwsavingsbonds.gov to discover
over the piece of metal, and it
On this date:
However, you might get lucky
ithJ 986
their value. 1-800-4U5 BOND
1830. the 21st president,
In
embedded itself under the vehicle.
EAST
once in a while, which is exactly
WEST
A public service of this newspaper
As we continued driving, we
what happened in this deal where Chester Arthur. was born in Fair+64
3
7
8
9
10
•
could hear the metal scraping the
411 10 8 7 6
South had no extra values for his field. Vt.
pavement but did not know what 11 A 4 2
In 1937. President Franklin Rootwo-notrump bid and yet accepted
• 10 6 4 3
•9 7
sevelt called for a "quarantine" of
a slam invitation by North.
4Q 5 4
*K 3 2
.•
South's play of the hand was aggressor nations.
SOUTH
much better than his bidding. For+ A K52
In 1962. the Beatles' first hit,
tunately, he escaped the club lead "Love Me Do," was released in the
K9
that would have put him out of United Kingdom.
•A Q J 8
commission immediately. Instead,
*A 107
In 1970, British trade commisWest made the more natural lead sioner James Richard Cross was
The bidding
North East of the ten of spades, and South
South West
kidnapped in Canada by militant
Pass quickly realized that he could not
4 NT
Pass
2 NT
separatists; he was released
Quebec
make 12 tricks with routine play.
6 NT
December.
following
the
the
Accordingly, after winning
Opening lead ten of spades.
In 1986. American Eugene Haspade with dummy's jack, South
In many circles, the range for led the three of hearts and played senfus was captured by Sandinista
an opening two-notrump bid is 22 the nine from his hand after East soldiers after the weapons plane he
to 24 points. There is no ordinance followed low! When the nine forced was flying in was shot down over
or statute that compels you to West's ace,South had 12sure tricks southern Nicaragua.
In 1988, Democrat Lloyd gentconform to that range — even if consisting of four spades, three
you've agreed with partner to play hearts,four diamonds and one club. sen lambasted Republican Dan
Note that South ,would have Quayle during their vice presiden22 to 24 points — and if you occasionally yield to temptation and gone down one against proper de- tial debate, telling Quayle, "Senacheat by one point, it will rarely fense had he gone up with the king tor, you're no Jack Kennedy."
REALLY REALLY NEED IT, CR
of hearts at trick two. Declarer
prove fatal.
In 1989, a jury in Charlotte,
JUST WANT U5 TO THINK
The really big trouble in these needed three heart tricks to make N.C., convicted former PTL evanTHEY REALLY REALLY NEED
cases usually comes later on. If, the slam, and his best shot by far gelist Jim Bakker of using his teleIT, WHEN Oil FACT, THEY
for example, you decide to stretch was to finesse the nine at trick
vision show to defraud followers.
WON'T EVEN LOOK AT IT
yourrange by openingtwo notrump two.
FOR A rtiONTH ???
One year ago: It was announced
Tomorrow: Test your play.
that MCI WorldCom Inc. had
102000 King Features Syndicate Inc
agreed to pay $115 billion for
Sprint Corp. Two packed comCROSSWORDS
muter trains collided near London's
Paddington Station. killing 31 peo— Eternity"
ACROSS
ple.
41 Away
Answer to Previous Puzzle
43 Part of TGIF
Baseballer

E)Aeka L:sr
Esuc•Ni cola

DEAR ABBY: I have just discovered that my wife of 35 years has
been gambling heavily for several
years. Nearly $8,000 has been withdrawn at the casinos from our
account and hers in the last nine
months.
I am a saver; she has been a
spender for the duration of our marriage. We could live very well in our
retirement if we are prudent now.
She says it's her life and she wills
do what she wants; it's her money
and she'll spend it any way she
wants. She does work, but are these
fair statements? Will she ever quit
gambling?
HOPEFUL IN KENTUCKY
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DOWN THE SEWER AND OUT
INTO THE RiVER HUH?

Ow, WEU. Y'OU WERE TO
PLAY IT NOW, YOU'D PROWAY
JUST STRIKE A siwER NOTE!
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29

17 Anger
19 Hair styling
substance
21 Athicilic team
24 Dry, as wine
26 Lettuce
variety
28 Play segment
29 Uncle (Sp.)
31 — Landon
33 Excavate
35 "— can say.
that again,"
36 Operate
38 Altar
constellation
39 Feline
42 Harangue
45 Article
47 Cable
network
49 Spooky
51 Drill
52 Follows dos
54 Roman road
56 Actor Cruise
58 Passing
fancy
59 Finale
60 Compass pt
62 Scrooge
word
66 Nashville's
St
67'— Deum"
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CMA rehearsal offers different perspective
By SHERRY PURDOM
created and loving every minute of
Special to the Ledger
it.
This year's dress rehearsal for
"Every day brings a new chalthe 34th Annual Country Music As- lenge and a new opportunity to
igeiation Awards held in NAivil- think 'out of the box' - certainly a
Fefs Grand Old Opry House. in- change of pace from the traditional
Aided an array of entertainment image of an accounting career," she
ivents that people watching the said.
)(devised event from their homes
Miller said working in Nashville's music industry allows her to
Wednesday night did not see.
- The women from the SheDaisy see beyond the glamour of the enlimsical trio group rehearsed their tertainment field and to learn how
various segments of the business
litusical number in hair curlers and
limcee Vince Gill hammed it up interact.
"Attending committee meetings
With the audience and talked on a
r4I-phone to his wife. Amy Grant, with talent agents, merchandisers
artists etc., has enlightened me to
hile reading his cue cards.
As the camera zoomed in on the very serious business, leader---Aany of -the musical celebrities in ship and management decisions
1he audience, many of them weren't that must be made every day to
in their seats at the rehearsal. In- keep this complex industry thrivstead, cardboard silhouettes re- ing," she said. "The most common
perception -is -that-C-MA-14(- -twer
ptaced-them-.- Hosted by the Countr Music events a year, Fan Fair and the
Association. this annual event pro- CMA Awards and that not much
vides people a chance to watch the goes on in between.
"That is far from the truth. The
celebrities in an informal setting
and see a more personal side of the awards process begins early in the
year with the balloting process.
entertainers as they prepare for the
televised event, which was aired on Contracts both for the awards and
Fan Fair must be negotiated early,
CBS.
Behind the scenes at the re- sometimes several years out. Logishearsal were two of Murray State tical decisions, casting, schedules,
University's alumni - Cindy crew choices, ticket considerations,
Miller, a 1982 graduate and direc- staffing, media, sponsorships all
must be considered and resolved
tor of -finance and administration
for the Country Music Association, far in advance of the event."
and George Lale---a. _191a graduate____Miller credits_ her_MSU .edUCa=
who is director of operations at lion with helping her career at
Broadcast Music International CMA where she oversees the areas
of accounting. information systems,
(BMI).
Since the Country Music Asso- membership administration human
ciation spearheads the awards cere- resources and facilities.
mony, Miller was at the Opry
"Because of great professors and
my classmates and friends, I
House, welcoming the guests and
wearing a two-way radio to answer learned how to deal with people
special requests, such as retrieving and address various business and
eight more dress rehearsals passes interpersenal issues." she said. "Bafor Gill's guests.
sic and advanced courses in acLale, who befriended Miller af- counting, finance, management.
ter learning through a mutual friend communications etc., were the
they were both working in Nashvil- building blocks for the educational
le's music industry, said he and his foundation that has allowed me to
wife always take advantage of the compete with graduates from much
events surrounding the CMA larger universities."
awards week.
Prior to her position with CMA.
. "During CMA week, things pick Miller worked at Vanderbilt Uniup very quickly for a week of non- versity for seven years.
stop • schedule of parties. dinners,
"While many country arti:
meetings and award presentations." support Vanderbilt's music pr,,
he said. "My wife and I really en- grant it was a close friend that injoy going to the rehearsal event."
troduced me to CMA'S executive
Miller is directly involved with director. After that, I did consulting
the awards, meaning that she is es- work for CMA during the annual
pecially busy duritig the week lead- awards production and that led to a
ing up to the event. On the day of full-time position with the associathe awaras show. Miller begins her tion." •
day at sun up, often going until
Lale, a 1979 graduate of Murray
1:30 a.m. after she has helped host
High School who received Iv
the CMA party held in the Opry- bachelor's degree in radio/tele‘iland Hotel for all the CMA mem- sion from MSU, is responsible for
bers after the show.the music performance licensing
, Miller, a native of Lyon County
and fees for various entertainment
and a business administration ma- and corporate industry music cusjor. is juggling the various tasks tomers including concert promoters
that her position with CMA has and venues, music festivals, amuse-

ment parks, racing events and professional sports teams.
Lale did not have a music-industry career as a goal when he graduated from MSU. However, after
working for an independent production company, opportunities occurred in the music industry.
"I think my overall Murray State
experience benefits me as it is a
great place to receive an education," he said.

;
414",

Life is Short...

•

elf

lasting impression."
Lale said everyone's perspective
is different about Nashville's music.
industry.
"1 think the old fashioned funda:
mental traits that help succeed are
universal whether they're applied:
to your education, your career, your:
marriage or your dream," he said:.
"This is stolen, but has stuck with
me... 'The harder you work, the
luckier you get.191

ships at record labels or publishing
houses immediately after graduation, or preferably (Wring their junior and senior years of college,"
Miller said. "Volunteering to work
during events like Fan Fair or the
awards telecast is another great
way to network. There seems to be
a great interest from college graduates to work in the music industry
and exemplifying a strong work
ethic while volunteering makes a

In addition, Lale said he has also
made some very good career decisions.
"I've also had some 'right place,
right time luck' along the way.—
Both Miller and Lale agreed that
a strong work ethic, as well as education, is essential in having a career in the music industry.
"I strongly encourage college
graduates interested in a music industry career to apply for intern-

enjoy every breath.
Do you or a loved one suffer from ...
••Vii

Sniffling, sneezing,and itchy, watery eyes? _ _ _

.907.
A

Did you know...
That fall, spring and summer are considered peak allergy seasons, because
of increased pollen and outdoor activities?
If you suffer from sniffling, sneezing, and itchy, watery eyes ...
Consider allergy treatments, and start enjoying every breath.
Research shows that allergy treatments may prevent the development of
asthma in some and, if begun early, can prevent future allergies.

Allergy &A-sthma Clinic ,
of West Kentucky

VIVA

Asthma & Allergy
Breathe Right...Live Well

'

For more information call 270-753-7451
or visitour website at: www.murrayallergy.com
• Richard H. Stout, M.D. •
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Oak Roll Top
Computer Desk

Best Swivel
Rocker

$497

•

Pier Cabinet

8

Ashley Lther

Built so
well ,you
never have
to flip it

4 I

s 1 79

Queen Set
- silimmesmisommenisseft,
.

Lane Dual Reclining Sofa

CINDY MILLER AND GEORGE LALE

Country awards show
dominated by Dixie Chicks
NASHVILLE. Tenn. (AP)
Despite a liitle history made by
Tim McGraw and Faith Hill at
the Country Music Association
Awards, the night and the year
belonged to the Dixie Chicks.
The trio from Texas was named
best entertainer and best vocal group
on Wednesday. along with awards
for best album for "Fly- and Video
for -Goodbye Earl."
The awards come the year the
multimillion selling act toured for

the first time as a headliner.
"We want to thank every perfon who bought a ticket to our
show." said,Dixie Chicks lead singer
Natalie Ntaines.
McGraw won the best male
vocalist award, and his wife Hill
won best female vocalist. It wa,
the first time a husband and wife
won those awards the same year
"I would rather not have won
it. if Faith hadn't won it.- McGraw/
said.

ertiage Monument Co.
•
•
•
•

Keepsake Monuments,Inc.
•Computer generated designs
•Competitive prices
•Memori.dization is our only business
•Large outdoor and indoor display
LOCALLY OWNED AND OPERATF:D
(Next ro R.,/hrtg //Ws
\

"
midi_

3812 U.S. Hwy.641 N.• 270-759-1333

Just A Fellow Examples Of The Savings!
Lane Recliner Brown)
Retell
198
Curio Cabinet Oak or Cherry R.toi Ito
'98
Broyhill Wingback Chair itil.vi 129 '269
Cherry Jewelr Armoire
live.e '399 .'197
Powell jeweln Armoire
RANI!'it* 1199
Ashley Floral Club Chair It,f4ti 1,44 '173
Thomasville Sofa
Remit '2.1.19 *999
Chem, HiBov Chest
Rdaa • t.o.ra '549
Thomasville Chair
.Retail'
'399
King Size Bedding set
'74)9 *444
Thomasville Chem F.nd Table sews • to '199
Iron Glass Bakers Rack
icstigd 'el.) '249
%%ebb Bedroom Group .5 pc.. ..tbrini i.s19 '949
La Z-Bcr Rocker Recliner Natoli '1.049 '379
Klausner Sleeper Sofa
R.toll Pei
Winners Corner China Cabinet &tad IA49 '471
'499
1trisleep King Mattress & Box Retest 7.1.4 '299
Broyhill Blue Chair & I 2 lida,E *44 '478
Queen Sleeper Sofa .
'1199
'497
Broyhill Camel Back Sofa /our 549 i499
Pine Bunk Bed .
it./au 'itt '299
Broyhill Neutral Floral Sofa J6114141 •uq9 '629
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Super Center Open Sunday 1 - 5

